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scholarships

some bf tbe'
By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader staff writer

Friends of the late Gov. Bert T.
Combs have raised more than
S600,000 toward a $1 million endowment to provide annual schoJ;trships to University of Kentucky 1aw ,¥
students.
Once completed, the fund will
be one of the largest private endowments UK has ever received for
scholarships, university officials
said yesterday. The rest of the
money will be raised over a fiveyear period from law school alumni
and friends of Combs.
,.
Former Gov. 'Edward T. "Ned"·
Breathitt, chairman of the UK
Board of Trmtees and.~
friend o f ' ~ said ~
fitting tn'btrte ~ Combs, • •iii
Kentucky's...education·g o ~· ·
"Bert Combs loved mo.:iSilO:
for what it would do for Ket. . .
ans," he said •qf is ·the
•
Bert would want to be !Wlllai
bered."
The fund-,aising

a

announced at news COII~Ql'C_.*lli!
·ill!nlll
the first anniversary.
death. Combs, a pro ·
tucky lawyer and i
died Dec. 3, 1991, at age,
his car was swept away
waters in Powell Count,;
1937 graduate of UK's
Proceeds from the
will be used to provi
year scholarships to

dents.at~
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Raising tuition is bad business

A

t a time when more and
had to endure 5 percent budget
more Kentuckians are
cuts in each of the past two years,
choosing higher educaand the $20 million that would be
tion as a pathway to
generated by the tuition hikes
good jobs and productive lives,
would somewhat soften the blow.
they find themselves pushed furBut if the increases being conther and further away from college. sidered by the Council on Higher ·
Cost is emerging as the primary
Education are enacted - the proculprit, and the prospects for the
posal will be voted on at its next
future aren't particularly bright.
· meeting in February - the fact is
that some Kentuckians will be
Under a proposal being considpriced
out of college, particularly
ered by the Council on Higher
on
the
community college level.
Education, tuition next year for
And that just doesn't make
full-time students at the state's resense at a time when so many
gional schools, such as Western
Kentuckians are beginning to see
Kentucky University, would rise
the importance of post-secondary
by 7 percent. The state's two largeducation and its role in making .
est schools, the University of Kenand keeping the commonwealth
tucky and the University of Louiscompetitive in a global economy.
yille, would see 11.4 percent
Funding for higher education is
mcreases.
a
responsibility
that should fall
And Kentucky's community colprimarily
on
the
legislature, not on
leges would see a whopping 16.7
college
students.
The Council on
percent increase. The reason for
Higher
Education
must keep that
the proposed increases is simple
in
mind
come
February,
and do·
enough: The state is running short
whatever
it
can
to
make
sure the
of money - so short, in fact, that
an additional funding cut for high- doors to college stay as open as
possible..
er education may be in the offing.
-The (Owensboro)
Already, higher education has
Messenger-Inquirer
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1992

An apt legacy
Scholarship fund a credit- to Bert Combs, UK

F

ormer Kentucky Gov. Bert
Combs knew what a powerful tool a solid education
system could be for this
state. He spent much of his time in
the governor's office fighting to
make our public universities better
and later led the court battle that
resulted in the sweeping Kentucky
Educational Reform Act.
There could be no better tribute
to Combs than-the $1 million endowment his friends have begun to
finance annual scholarships for
University of Kentucky law students.
Already, more than $600,000
has been raised for the endowment,
which will grant full scholarships
to two students each year, begin-

Ii.ing in 1994. Special consideration
will be given to students from
Appalachia.
Besides being a fitting tribute to
Combs, the endowment also reflects positively on the university
itself.
Rising tuition costs and a sagging economy have yanked the
opportunity for a college education
from the reaches of many Kentuckians. That the university is •
able to partly counteract some of
this situation through private donations :3 to its credit.
Ben Combs would be pleased to
see that his respect for the importance of education and his commitment to Eastern Kentucky have not
passed on with him.
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Colleges gr9w .fat_on academic ·pork
But one day before adjournment, the
Defenders of academic earmarks claim
By Robert L. Park
10
projects
miraculously reappeared, prothe competitive process by whi~h r~rch
tected by a rule that prevented amendiny Marywood College in Scran- grants are normally ay;~ed. d1scnll!1- ..
ment. West Virginia Sen. Robert Byrd,
. ton, Pa., would seem a peaceful nates against smaller institutions. Scientif,
chairman of the Senate Appropriation
; refuge from worldly. strife. But
ic experts who review the proP_OS3I~, ,they
Committee, crowed, "It's not pork, it's
·the Sisters of the Immaculate .. complain, favor a few large umvers1ties.
infrastructure!"
Heart of Mazy, who run Marywood,-are
Their alternative is to,simply shovel the
military contractors. The 1992 Defense
money to institutions in the home states of
Appropriatidn Act earmarked $10 million \
Robert L. Park is a professor of physics
in military research money for the sisters. members of the Appropriations Committees
without
any
revie~.
at
the
University of Maryland and director
The year before, Scranton University, an
With no review process, pork-barrel
of the Washington office of the American
obscure ,Jesuit school, also was awarded
research has produced some howlers.
Physical Society.
$10 million.
, ·
·
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, ranking .
© Newsday
Yet, the ~ e n t of Defense bad '.
not requested :money. for either school; no [ minoritymemberoftheDefenseAppropn- THE COURIER-JOU-RN/IL, SUNDAY. DECEMBER 6. 1992
proposals were submitted to government
agencies; there was no evaluation by imf : s a = ~ :~s
University of Alaska that he says could
~
I\!
partial experts; the projects w~-not debated by Congress; neither project aplead to a way to tap the energy of the
:
for•:which figures were available
Last summ~r EKU students had
peared in the,separate,defense
aurora borealis - the northern lights.
By'SUSAN SHAFFER
rroln the Economic Development the opportunity to work at wood
There is enough energy in the aurora,
Astociated Press
Ca~inet.
companies and gain exper!ence in
appropriations measures.
·
Stevens says, t? suppl}'. the_ energy n~s
,~
.
Spencer said a number of compa- th~ industry. Thr~e companies comMarywood College and Scranton University owe their good fortune to the fact
of North Amenca. Getting it I? Earth IS , Kentucky is losing out on billions nie~ that use Kentucky's yellow nutted scholarship 11\oney for some
that Rep. Joseph McDade, R-Pa., whose
another matter. It w~uld reqmre an an~~n- of :dollars a year that cou\d be POJ?lar are locating in West Virginia, students, Spencer said.
district includes Scranton, is the ranking
na from Mount ~cKinley _to Mo~t FuJ•. , caiyed from !'imber_ being cut in the Virginia and Tennessee.
One group that EKU has worked
minority member of the House AppropriaIt ~11 began m 1982 with a y1tr~us . , state, according to·industry experts.
'IThey are already reaching in to y,ith "almost since the beginning"
tions Committee. The earmarks were inMatenals Labo~atory at Cath011c Um_versi- : lhe state Economic Development get:their supplies," he said. "That's is the Kentucky Wood ~anufacturserted into defense bills in the dead of
ty and at a National_ Cent~ ?f Chemistry caliinet's most recent reports show . terrible. we need a plant in Eastern ers Network, Spencer said.
.
night during the final stages of the appro- Research at ColulJ!b1a. Bmldmir:; were con- tha): about 1 million bbard feet of Kentucky."
Andy Cowart, the network's d1priation process. Last month, the people of structed, but no vitreous matenals r~tin\ber was cut.by what's called the
EKU's De artment of Technology rect?r, said it has been formally c:,rthe 10th District rewarded McDade with
sear~h was ever condu~ted '.11 Catholic and primary wood industry.
and Center ~or Economic Develop- gamzed for about ~ y~ar, and mhis 15th term. Voters deplore government 1 not1!-ing that could be 1d~nbfied as a
Rut Kentucky i3 missing out on ment are working with manufactur- cl_udes 17 small to mid-sized compawaste - in other districts.
1
National Center of Chenu~try Research
prdfit , and jobs that could come ers to try and develop the state's mes.
. ·
McDade was not alone. Nearly $1
ever appeared at Columbia.
fro!n the so-called seco_ndary woo~ secondary wood industry.
, The ~etw,ork will sponsor a de'?•
billion will be spent this year on so-called
Other members of Congress have
indµstry - t~e production of ~rmThe Center for Economic Devel-I onstrati_on in Ea~ternJ{entucky in
"academic pork," most of it in units of $10
. . ed t th
tur~ parts, mdlwork and moldings. , opment also •·s sponsoring 8 confer- the spnng ~t which several manuincreasingly 1mtat a e arror
f ct
1J h how they make
million. Virtually all will go to institutions grown
nee of the appropriators. In the final
''We have lots of forest resource_s I ence in Pikeville Thursday on <:>P· _t~ ,ure~Wlct s 0 ~ h
'nf
_
in the home states or districts of members ga
bei r the 102nd Con ess adin tstern Kentucky and lots_ of pn- portunities for using Appalachian . e,r p u s ,an s are I orma
of the appropriations committees.
~eeks R~ e Geor e Brown,'b-Calif., led a ma industry bu! it's all goin~ out yellow ·poplar. The conference also hon, Cowart said.
Earmarking research money for specif- Journed, .P· $ Junon in academic pork of he state, " said Albert Spencer, is sponsored by the U. S. Forest But progress may be slow, he95
ic colleges and universities began in 1982,
ight striP
appropriation bill It had director of Eastern Kentucky Um- Service at the Daniel Boone Nation- cause of the Jack of interest, planwhen $11 million was divided between
~~ ~~ for 10 projects distributed ve~ity's Department of :rechnology al Forest.
ning and money.
Columbia University and Catholic Univeramong the most influential members of
an4 Center for Econonuc DevelopSpencer said he has been work•, In 1988 the General Assembly eresity of America. The amount of academic , the Senate and House appropriations com- mlt.
, ing for the past three years to boost ated the Kentucky Forest Products
pork has grown exponentially, with a ·
ittees Brown's effort was approved 250out 70 percent of ~entucky _s I the school's bachelor's-degree pro- Task Force; which suggested ecodoubling rate of about two years. At this
04. h · med to have a rare victory.
ti .er haivest was made •!!to furn•- gram in wood-product manufael!1~rate, it would consume the entire research
' e see
tur& or other products m other ing and encourage students' partlCI·
budget before the tum of the century.
states during 1988, the latest year pation.

:--~1:Ii1~~~~fdo:=

Trentucky·---··cou·1·d ma•Te- bi_llions using its O_iWJl_. timber_

I

I

%

f

nom1c ,_ncentives for the w?od u
dustry, improved tra~spo~at10~ syi
terns and participation in nallom
trade shows.
But industry advocates say
needs something more tangibl
than suggestions.
"Marketing is a big area whe,
we feel the state could help a lot,
Cowart said.
·

·•
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UK restricts board members' ties
with contracts
Associaleo Press

The University of Kentucky
trustees approved a policy change
yesterday that places restrictions on
board members against having an
interest in certain university contracts.
As a result, a trustee would be
prohibited from having an interest
in a contract with the university
unless the trustee is the lowest
bidder. The trustee also muss notify
the other members of the beard and
notify the newspaper with the largest circulation in which the school
is located, of his intention to make a
bid.
The trustees; meeting in Lexington, also amended a regulation that
designated the United Way of the
Bluegrass as the sole agency for oncampus solicitation of contributions.
Among the new criteria for
fund-raising by charitable organizations are that they have an affirma-

tive-action plan, undergo an annual
audit and provide services to the
university's employees and students.

The amendments to the regulatic, ·s also reflect changes in gender
reierences, such as chairman to
chairperson.
The trustees also accepted a gift
of $100,000 from Trustee James
Hardymon and a portfolio of securi-

ties valued at $216,665 from Charles
W. Hammond of Washington, D.C.
Hardymon and his wife, Gay,
designated their donation to the UK
library fund. He is president and
chief executive office of Textron
Inc., of Providence, RI.
Hammond, who graduated from
UK in 1935, retired in 1975 as a
chemist with DuPont His donation
goes to the department of chemistry.

THE COURIER-JOlJRNAL, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1992

UK trustees restrict contracts .

. LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky trustees approved a policy change yesterday. that places restrictions on board
ll)embers from having an interest in certain university contracts.
As a result, a trustee would be prohibited from having an interest in a contract with the university unless he is the lowest bidder
i.If competitive bidding. The trustee also must notify. the ..other
members of the board and notify the newspa{"!!' with the largest .
circulation in which the project is located, of h!S intention to make•
a.bid.
. The trustees also amended a regulation that designated the
United Way of the Bluegrass as the sole agency for' on-campus
solicitation of contributions.
·, Among the new criteria for fund-raising by charitable organizations are that it have an affirmative-action plan, undergo an annual audit and provide services to the university's employees and
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1992 i:tudents.
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By NINA WALFOORT
Staff Writer
Two years ago, when Bellarmine
philosophy Professor Douglas Den
Uyl interviewed David A House for
a university vice presidency, the
conversation inevitably turned to
liberal studies.
·
House ran the graduate program
for liberal studies at Johns Hopkins
University and was working on a
book about non:traditional programs that were cropping.. up all.
over the country primarily to serve
adults looking for intellectual stimu•
lation and cultural enrichment ·
He and Den Uy! agreed that such
a program would be a ·natural for
Bellarmine. House was hired, became vice llresident for academic
affairs, and the rest is history - and ·
philosophy, literature and science,:
BEllarmine's Masters of Arts in Liberal Studies began this fall with'Deir!
Uy! as its director.: •
..,
"It offers students something. !hat •
they enjoyed doing .in !XJllege and
missed in theil'· professional careers," Den Uy! said. This semester
twr, courses were initiated:. "Adam
S.n,,h: Luxury, Commerce and 18th·
~~nrury Culture" and "The World
Shake:.-peare." '

cussionofAdamSmith's"Wealthof
Nations." With Den Uyl's help, they
identified Smith's.pasition on the financing of education (he supported
public schools), the role of religion
in government (it should be minimized), .and ·tne effect of the divi::dtf labor on civilization (not

Sixteen students are enrolh,u.
They are an eclectic mix typical of
liberal studies programs. They
range in age from 25 to 66 and inelude a retired doctor, a book-store
clerk, a real-estate appraiser and a
mother returning to school.
But they all are searching for
stimulation,. and many say they
were attracted to the interdisciplinary approach.
.
.
Peggy-Bellew, 48, a real-estate appraiser with a bachelor's degree in
business/human relations;..said she•
had been considering returning to
school for 10 years. She was interested in history and literature but
was having trouble focusing on a
course of study. "When I read about
this, it was like someone apprehended my needs exactly."
Nettie Wilson, 50, a clerk at Bellarmine, finished her )lachelor's in_
·lilieral studies in May and beaded
right into the. graduate program.
She sa"" it,expands•her mind.and
extends·,- her youth. "One way to
keep young when you're near 50· is
to. keep YQllt.;,l!lin_cl:-wo~,!;,·she
s81d. .. ,, t:i _1
~"l ,;
.
Minds ·were',wor!iing ful[lhrottle:

The students were quick to relate
the reading to contemporary life.
Discussion touched on·eentre Col· lege's endowment, the phenomenal
growth· of ·Southeast' Christian
·Church· and,., Bellarmine's tuition
po~~!rt of the sWde.nts ~ take at
least three years lo complete the 30credit program. Some hope to use
the degree to get teaching jobs, but
many realize there may be no practical application for it. "It's mainly
just for self-esteem;" WIison said..
Next semester's offerings are on
Dante and a "Science and Literature" -course looking. at Shakespeare, Plato, Einstein, Darwin,
Homer, da V111ci, Michelangelo and
Freud. According to the course description, those great· minds have
one thing in common - imaginalion - which "provides us with a
focus by which we -can begin to
think connectingly .·and' .aeatively,
about such disparate fields as these
names repres_ent.". . .•.· .. ·
Gayle Axion,- 42, ·• ·.took both·
this semester and' plans to
talte both ilext semester. "l just enjoy the atmosphere ...:... learning, ,i-

.: ~ / ~ n t ~ ; : , ~ O :
Uy! in a free-~· · livelY'llls--

,

. ·· ·

-
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ton, a mother and hom~,••11.
gets n1e out and gets me. tlliiddllg,
Relations-• aliout
wings that are not part:i. of the
.J __ ... _ _ _ .... , ...i ....... Iii.a..!.'·

Il1gher edue;at1c•n · P11c,e tc•c• high'
Clinton's proposals may offer
new hope to students, families
By MARY H.

COOPER

CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY

The high cost or higher edu,·., t ion is beginning to slam a
lot of school doors for all but
Ihe wealthiest Americans.
For most of the past decade,
tuition increases at public and
private institutions have outpaced gains in personal in('ome. Students and their famiJii,s have been forced to deplete savings, go deep into
tl<•bt. find part-time jobs and
t:1ke out second mortgages.
Increasingly, they are coming up short.
Few l'amilies can ac,·,,mulate the sums needed to
put one or more children
through four years of privnle
college, where the average anmml cost is $17,027 and the top
schools m close to $25,000.
While state colleges and universities remain more affordu!,Je, they are caught between
,,,creasing demand and de,, easing funds. Both the quality and availability of the edueution they offer are suffering
:;..; a result.

Loans, not grants
Meanwhile, the governnii,nt's financial aid pr,, •·ams
intended to mc,l1e higher edt1C"ation nvailahle t·

n11 --

have tilted so heavily to loans
rather than grants that many
students hesitate to take on
the debt burden required to
earn a college degree.
Congress this year voted to
make more middle-income
families eligible for student
loans, but .the federal budget
crisis prevented lawmakers
from increasing grant funding
for poor students.
"Wn'•n happy that the law
·:ess to loan pro~•·
,re middle-income
students, who have been complaining that they couldn't get
any help getting through
school at all," says Stacey Leyton, president of the U.S. Student Association.
"But we're pushing for more
grants because students are
graduating with unreasonable
debts. Low-income students
are suppn· l to be mainly re•
ceiving grants, and they're
barely getting any grants right
now."

As tuitions continue to rise,
students and their families
may well question whether
higher education is worth its
cost.

More competitive
marke'i
Labor Department studies
show that college graduates
face a more competitive job
market today than they did in

the 1980s. Only about seven of
10 graduates who enter the
labor market between 1990 and
2005 can expect to find jobs re•
quiring a college degree, compared with about eight of 10
from 1984 to 1990.
In general, says Michael
McPherson, a professor of economics at Williams College in
Massachusetts, college is still
a sound investment if you
complete a bachelor's degree.
But about half of all youth
who enroll never obtain a degree. "If those people. are bor•
rowing a lot," McPherson
says, "then it's much less obvious that there's a real payoff
to going to college."
President-eiect Bill Clinton's \
education proposals may offer
new hope to students. During
the campaign, Clinton pro-'
posed scrapping the 30-yearold federal financial aid .system, which rlispenses grants,
loans and work-study opportunities to lower-income
students.

Working off loans
In its place he would create
a National Service Trust
Fund, which would "give" all
students, regardless of income,
$10,000 a year to attend the
college of their choice. Upon
graduation, students would
work off the loan by spending
two years as teachers, police
officers or other public service
workers. Those who eschewed

public service could repay the
government through payroll
deductions once they were employed.
Clinton contends his plan
would save money by eliminating the $2.5 billion that the
governmPnt currently absorbs
in def., u:. , on student loans
and anoU1e1 $1.5 billion·in fees
that commercial banks charge
to handle student loans.
But critics say the deficitridden federal government
cannot afford to pay the educational costs of students who
would "work off' their grants
as t~ .... \'rs or police officers
for local governments. Even
those who repay their loans
would do so only years after
Uncle Sam had shelled out for
their education.

While Clinton and Congress
try to get the cost calculations
to add up to an acceptable
total, students an~ " ·,ir fami- ·
lies will contini;
, struggle.
And so will the public colleges
and universilie!;,.iliat so ·ma.ht
are turning to: for an affordable education.
.·
Although tuition and fees at
public institutions are rising
faster today than at private
colleges, the public schools are
still a bargain .. For a traditional, four-year 11ndergraduate program away lrom homr.
the public-school cost comes to
an average of $32. 0 "·'. compared with $68,!0CT
a private college degree.
As a result, mar" bright .
middle-income st,· .. uts are
shifting their sights away

from prestigious private colleges to the flagships of statewide public systems, such as
the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and the University of California-Berkeley.
According to a recent ~urvey
by Money magazine,., 2li percent of college freshmen now
say low tuition is an impor-'
tan t reason for .choosing
school, up from 21 P!!rcent the
year before:
., \
. ,. :- •
"What we're now ~ing is. a·
gnntrificatlori of the public
flagship universities 1>00 ~11se
students with fami!yrl11<,6lilCS
of $60,000 to $100,000 don't
qualify for much in the way of,
aid at private colleges," · says
Arthur Hauptman, a consultant to the American Council
on Education.
'

MtJ,e.1::--

C&l'\-r

Undermines mission
While this shift may help
some middle-income families,
Hauptman says it undermines
the ·mission of public schools:
To broaden access to higher
education.
·'Since there are only a limited number of slots at the
flagships," he says, "the
wealthier kids from suburban
schools w
1etter grades and
better te~
:ores squeeze out
poorer kiu,, who then go to a
state college or a community
college or the regional, private
liberal arts college that will
offer them $5,000 in aid. Or
they don't go to college at all."
In the meantime, students
who do win a slot at good old
state U. find they are paying
more for less.
Revenue shortfalls caused
by the ailing economy have
left most states with inadequate funds to operate · all
their higher education programs." According to the Center for Higher Education at Illinois State University, state
appropriations for higher edu- ·
cation this year were about 1
percent less than they were
· two years ago, the first actual
drop in the nation's history.
Most schools are responding
by raising tuition. The average increase for in-state residents was 10 percent this year,
three times the rate of inflation.
Tuition not enough
But tuition hikes aione do
not cover the funding shortfall
in most public schools. Colleges and universities all over
the country are cutting faculty
positions, freezing salaries
and increasing teaching loads.
They are also dropping
courses and services to students, increasin, class size
and making it ha. der for students to complete required
course work in the traditional
four-year period.
"The cost of education has
been going up while the quality has been r.oing down,"
says Leyt n, of ,he U.S. Student Association.

Community colleges
feeling the squeeze
By MARY H. COOPER
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY

Two-year community colleges, long the cheapest and
most accessible form of
higher education, are feeling the same financial
squeeze as four~ear
schools.
Reduced course offerings,
overcrowded classrooms,
more part-time professors
and budget cuts for libraries and other student services are fast becoming the
norm in the nation's 1,150
community colleges, junior
colleges and technical
schools.
In addition, public community colleges are facing a
particularly alarming prospect - the need to limit enrollments.
Since their inception and
rapid expansion in the
1960s and 1970s, community'
colleges have welcomed virtually anyone with a high
school diploma. Often, these
schools offered minorities
and other low-income students their only affordable
shot at higher education.
But state and local government budget cuts are
squeezing the funding of
community colleges at the
same time that older students, many of them laid off
from jobs, are flocking to
the schools to learn new

skills.
Adding to enrollment
pressures. thousands of
highly qualified middleincome students are choosing public four-year colleges and universities over
more expensive private
schools. That has left fewer
spaces for marginally qualified students, who are being
pushed into the community
colleges. This yP 0 r, for the
first time, mor han half
the freshmen
~11 post'!condary schools were enrolled at community colleges.
With considerable reluctance, some schools have
adopted enrollment caps.
"We believe very strongly
in the open-door philosophy," says David Pierce,
president of the American
Association of Community
and Junior Colleges. "The
thought of enrollment management has given us great
trouble and distress, and we
expect it to be only a temporary emergency response to
an extraordinary financial
situation.''
But outside experts are
not so optimistic. With fouryear college costs increasingly beyond the reach of
lower, and middle-income
families, there is little indication that the demand for
slots at two-year colleges
will slacken anytime soon.
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By SHELDON SHAFER
Staff Writer 1
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M?re than ~.~ holders of Univers1ty of Lou1syille football ,season
tickets are being. ~ked. if they
would pay higher pnces - including $5,000 for a lifetime clubhouse·
seat - to help pay for a new 50,000seat stadium.
The survey's results will go a long
way toward deciding whether to
build the $50 million-plus, open-air
stadium proposed just south of Bel•
knap Campus.
If the willingness is strong, then
construction planning probably
would proceed, said banking executive Malcolm Chancey, head of the
stadium-feasibility committee set up
by the city, county and U of L
If it isn't, "then we'll have to reassess the situation and see what"
Mayor Jerry Abram~on, CountyJudge-Executive Dave Armstrong
and U of L President Donald Swain
want to do, Chancey said.
With city, county and state budg•
ets tight, consultants earlier this
year recommended the higher ticket
prices as a key funding source to
finance the stadium. The need is to
generate . guaranteed annual revenue to pay off bonds to be sold to
build the stadium.
The telephone survey, which began recently, is being conducted by
U of L researchers. The results are
to be reviewed by the stadium committee in January, Chancey said.
Chancey said 1,000 to 1,200 people who bad 1992 football season
tickets - mostly alumni but also
some corp3rations and S!!Jdents-=..
will be interviewed over the next
week or so about their interest in
the new stadium.
H ,
,
,,
U of L sold about 25,000~season I
tickets for football games last fall ,
but, because of multiple purch~es,
they were held by around 7,500 peo-d
pie, groµps and corporatio~. ;The,
general price range for tickets to.
five home games was $50 to $100, .
said Kevin Miller, associate' athletic·
director. He said people did not
have to buy football season tickets
to get basketball season tickets. • •
The prices for seats at any new
stadium is far from certain. But 1
Chancey said the survey asks if peo-'
pie would be willing to pay $200
more per year for season tickets for
seats between the 30-yard lines. ~

- The survey' also asks it people ·
would put up a one-time payment of .
$5,000 for a "lifetime seat" - plus
the annual cost of the season ticket.
About 4,000 of those premium seats
are envisioned; they would be located. in choice spots, with special access to clubhouse facilities.
----

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

606-783-2030

A target, Chancey said, is to get
pledges to buy at least 2,000 of the
clubhouse seats to ensure an initial
stadium fund of $10 million.
Committee members also are try- •
ing to fix the site of the stadium and
are examining how its ownership 1
might be structured.
J
Chancey said he expects to sub- ,
mit a final report to Abramson,
Armstrong and Swain in February. 1
If a decision is made to proceed 11
with the planning, Chancey said he
next would hope to find money to 1
complete a detallect site plan and
design of the stadium by late 1993. 1
The project then could be presented
to the 1994 legislature.
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:WKU faculty will:get '. , lot
:Cbance'.io give,allftU~l.·.. ~·:
~valuatiori of.president·;
fidential, because some facult
feared retribution from Meredith.
But the College Heights Heralc
. ·• t·
•
I
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ~ Start- the student newspaper, filed a
ing this spring, Western Kentucky open records request and the senat
University's faculty senate will ask then made copies of the petitio
. . ..
,
the university's approximately 490 available.
Regents Chairman nums Merc«
professors and instructors to fill out
-an annual performance evaluation said yesterday that the regen1
wouldn't consider action on t1J
-of President Thomas Meredith.
~. Although other questions haven't contract until their July meeting. J-l
-been drawn up, the senate agreed said the board authorized him at it
¼'esterday that the survey will ask last meeting to sign a clarified co,
.faculty to agree or disagree ~th tract for Meredith, and that the onl
this statement: , '.'I have sufficient 'way the contract would be put o
.confidence in the president's leader- the January agenda is if a regent ei
.ship to endorse him continuing as presses serious reservations abo1
1
the clarifications. 1
•
<president" 1 ,. '"
The clarifications , ch1¥.1ged . ff
The idea" for the 1annual review
was prompted by a Thanksgiving way that money will be.~ed for:
.petition drive in which the senate monthly entertainmei;it, allc;>W"11<
v,,as asked to bo' d a single-question,' for Meredith, and pis wife,• Su~
yes~r-no vote of) conficlence on The allowance 'bad been qu~,tio~E
:Meredith >among f~culty. The peti-' in a special financial revjew orde~
tion drive collected 234 signatures,, by the previous bo~d1 Ins!ea4 1
according to one of the organizers, paying $2,000, the uruvers1ty '!(
assistant history professor Robert now pay $1,000; the other half 1
Dietle, ,..1 • • , ., ~ \ ..1 \ · •"
the allowance 'Yill l>e raised fto
1
"? There1was a mistaken impression: private contributors: L
Mercer said yesterday that he hi
among some faculty ,members that'
)Nestem's board of !regents might not signed a final version 'of tl
act again on Meredith's contract at clarified contract yet; drafts of it a1
its January meeting, and the peti-• being distributed to the regents f1
1 • 1
tion was intended to let faculty ex- final review. · • : •~' .~
Meredith, meanwhile, . told tJ
press an opinion about Meredith to
the regents. , , , , , ,. .
,
. , .,• College Heights Herald that facul
, . The petition was presented to the, members' fears pf administrati1
faculty senate Dec. 1., Pietle as~ed retribution were unfounded,
"There has not
any, intlpi
that the faculty senate executive
committee k:eeP.:_th~ ~ i ~ s con-_ ~tion, !lfld th~re ~oq~t ~ -•: -""__,_
By CYNTIIlA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer , ,

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Service isa priority
at some
universities

: Individual professors have broken th~
1iarriers between community and univ~1ty. Dan Rowland, at UK, teaches RUSS1!ffl
history; but he spends a great deal of time
trying to preserve historic sites !II ~gton. Rowland is one example of mdiV1dual
service. There are others. • ·
, There are many fewer cases, howev~,
in which an entire university or one of its
major components has seen its duty to
become intellectually and socially tied to
its community. One is: at the University of
Louisville law school. There, new·Dean ·,
Donald Burnett Jr. has filled his curricu, ,
tum with public service and public law
requirements. U of L law students are now
required to spend 30 hours in public
service before graduating.
At the University of Pennsylvania,
Vice Dean Ira Harkavy has thrust his •
school into.the poverty of West Philadel- ·
phia. The problem in these poor neighborhoods Harkavy told the National Journal,
"is not housing, or education or health ·
care - it's the collapse of community."

The university, Harkavy believes, should
be in the business of building the communities where it lives. So, students and
professors at Penn are rehabbing houses,:
teaching courses, counseling kids. Penn •
will be a "pennanent anchor" in West
Philly,
ruri." .Harkavy
. . . . . says.. "We won't
. cut and
: ' Compare the institutional commitment
;it Louisville and Penn to the laissez-faire .
approach at UK. At UK's College of Law, ,
public law is barely taught and public
.~ce is a passing concern of teacher_ and·
.,student .. _...,. -,;, ,... -:' ·, ,f •:' ,.
.. . And while hundred other parts of ...
Kentucky in need of help_ cry for the ·
university's attention - the poverty in ·
West Philadelphia is no worse than in ·,...
Owsley or Magoffin counties - UK
··
thinks it is enough that individual scholars, like Silver; do public service work.
That's asking too much of people like Roy
Silver - and too little from the University
of Kentucky.

a

rofessor Roy Silver's contract
with Southeast Community College required that he spend
about a tenth of his time.on
community service. Silver could have
shirked his responsibilities or argued that
service had nothing to do with his academic career. Or, he could have ,found .
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13.-1992
found a way to integrate the world of the
scholar and teacher with the world of his
students in Harlan County.
. Silver found a 'way. His longest running community project has been his work
with Dayhoit's Concerned Citizens
:
N an ideal world, the teacl:ling duced, according to an agreement
Against Toxic Waste. The Dayhoit group
: · . profession would be so high- worked out between•the University
has been attempting to get clean water,
• , ly regarded, and its members of Louisville, Kentucky State Uniadequate health
:
. so well rewarded, .that peo- versity and Jefferson County
care arid some juspie of every color would clamor .to school officials. Participants will
tice for a town PQibecome teachers. In our society, spend eight weeks in intense train\,, soned by industrial
however, so few African Ameri- ing next summer. In the fall they'll
.::, . pollution. Silver has
cans enter the field that many chi!- teach part-time under supervision
"' been in the middle
dren go through school without and take more courses. In the
·of that four-year
ever having had a black teacher. In spring they'll teach full-time and
struggle from the
an increasingly diverse society, take courses.
The risk is that the training may
beginning.
that's unacceptable. ·
In the process,
To attract African Americans to be so compressed that participants
Silver has begun
:careers in teaching, extraordinary won't be adequately prepared to
· preparing a scholar'.efforts are needed, · and, to their handle the challenges they will
· 1y book on the Day:credit, Jefferson County school of- face. The notion that learning on
hoit group, a case
:ficials are launching one. It's a the job is preferable to taking
study of community
:small but promising program, It "Mickey · Mouse" courses in
organi?.ation. It should be a good book and
-entails some risk but should avoid schools of education is appealing
a great example that academics don't
:a problem that has plagued other to many people, according to Aralways have to study "on" people. Professuch programs.
thur E. W!Se, president of the Nasors can study ''with" them, too.
· The goal. is to move 24 African tional Council for Accreditation of
Research, community service and ·
Americans who have college de- Teacher Education. Yet research
teaching are separate activities only in the
grees and are working in educa- overwhelmingly shows that fully
bizarre world of the modern American
tion into full-fledged teaching posi- prepared teachers are more ·effecuniversity. Tum this page and you'll see a
tions by the spring of 1994. Target- tive in the classroom than teachers
defense of the research-heavy University
ing teacher .assistants and substi- with only partial.: training. Reof Kentucky from two professors.
tute teachers makes a great deal of search also shows that, beyond ·
These responses probably-make•up a·
,sense. It allows participants - and knowledge of the basic subject.
representative sample. Jerry Skees knows
the district - to capitalize on each matter, what makes the difference
there's a problem at UK in balancing the
:individual's valuable work experi- in teacher effectiveness is the exschool's three missions. Jeremy D. Popkin·
·erice. Furthermore, it' should en- tent of pedagogical training.
denies any- problem ajsts. (Ang,,inJa,ct, if
th
· ·
t kn
h t
In the long run, the best way to
-_ou' qu'estiorilhe"pn"
'"oritiesiif theilfruversf_,
SI.ire at participan S
ow W a
Y
· ·they:re getting into. Teaching is a groom minority .teachers is through
fy of Kentucky, Popkin will tie you quick
,complex, difficult endeavor, and rigorous programs at excellent
lb Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. That takes/,,
-today's schools aren't like the ones· schools of education. U of L should
~J!Jhat
!?!~.i,~~,b,';:'~,.:M;!
·most baby boomers attended. be commended for developing sev•~-·'IJ}'_ W.:Y
••,_ng1;it,,:'of' course.'',:'"Th'·••ere··:,•·1stv_h;
.Many people who tried to move eral such programs. The best way
18 n
5
.
into _teaching from distinctly differ- to woo minorities into teaching is
j,ri>blem in ixinnectirig American imiversient, careers have found today's to make education a.more rewardties to their communities, and it is ,nothing
schools .a frightful shock -and the ing career.·
new. The Carnegie Foundation for the
challenges. daunting. .
In the meantime the new JefferAdvancement of Teaching.in.1986:fotind"
To meet the· 1994 deadline, the son County· program represents a
"on most campuses a disturbmg gap ~ ·
training period-will- be greatly re- promising , ~ e n ~..-'
. ·.
tr!een the college and:the larger.world,. . .
· ·
·· . -what the research groiJp tem1l:d ~ intel::A service of the Office of Media Relations! ~ and social isolation" at tmiversities.
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Petition prompts Western to add vote
of confidence on president to survey
Associated Press

BOWLING GREEN - Western
Kentucky University's professors
and instructors will have an annual
vote of confidence on university
President Thomas Meredith.·
The chance to grade Meredith's
job performance begins in the
spring.
As part of a· survey, faculty
members will be asked to agree or
disagree with this statement "I
have sufficient confidence in the
president's leadership to endorse
him continuing as president."
The university's faculty senate
agreed Thursday to include that
. question in the survey, but has not
drawn up other questions.
The idea for the review was
pro!1)pted by a petition drive in
which the senate was asked to _hold
_ _ _ a single-question, yes-or-no vote of

confidence on Meredith among the
university's nearly 500 professors
and instructors.
The petition drive collected 234
signatures, according to assistant
history professor Robert Dietle. Dietie is one of the organizers of the
drive.
Some faculty members had a
false impression that Western's
board of regents might act again on
Meredith's contract at its January
meeting, and the Thanksgiving petitian was ·intended to let faculty
express an opinion about Meredith
to the regents,
The petition was presented to
the· faculty senate Dec. I. Dietle
asked that the faculty senate executive committee keep the signatures
confidential, because some faculty
feared retribution from Meredith
B!!t the College Heights Heraid,

the student newspaper, filed an
open records request and the senate
then made copies of the petition
available.
Regents Chairman Burns Mercer said Thursday that the regents
would not consider action on the
contract until their July meeting. He
said that the board authorized him
at its last meeting to sign a clarified
contract for Meredith, and that the
only way the contract would be put
on the January agenda is if a regent
expresses serious reservations
about the clarifications.
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Not everyone agrees
that U of L sessions
on race are ·productive
By NINA WALFOORT
Staff Writer
Linda Chatmon expressed rage at the racist and sexist attitudes
she witnessed at major-league baseball's winter meetings last
week.
Nora Brashear spoke with irritation of her search "through IO
shops and three different malls" for African-American figurines for
her Christmas village.
·
Another woman's voice trembled as she admitted being troubled
by homosexuality, but she said she could still feel affection· for a
lesbian seated across the room from her.
. Such freewheeling and emo~on-charged discussion was common
m the Tuesday-afternoon sessions of the Institutes for the Healing
of ~cism, he.Id !hi~ fall JI! the University of Louisville. The weekly
meetings, which will continue next semester, were intended .to improve race relations on campus, but some U of L faculty members
and employees believe they were ineffective - even harmful.
The _institutes are the brainchild ~f educator and author Natha_n
Rutstem, and four groups of about eight members each started this
fall , After two
pu blt'c talks , R
. t r:nne
· d voIun teers to Iead
.
. u tstem_
weekly sessions where, accordmg to 11!5 liter~t_ure, "men and wome? of 31! races can address each ?~er_ m ~ sp~t of open and honest
dtScuss1on, free of blame_ and V1ctmuz~tlon. .
The group~ were ethrucally and racially diverse. Each had its
own personality: The Tuesday gr<:>up had no taboos and frequently

struck raw nerves, while a Monday hear their point of view and ha
night group was more subdued and hoped _the group would dig deepei
diplomatic.
Brashear found the sessions help- "No tempers flared," said Rowel
ful. "In this group you have a "We didn't get down and dirty int
chance to discuss your own racism the trenches."
and the racism you see throughout'
For ·some, ·however, the discw
all levels of society," she said re- sion was too challenging. One pa:
cently. "The African-American peo- . ticipant walked out during an angi
pie in the group have a chance to discussion two weeks ago and hi
talk about the pain they experience.- not returned. Another woman, Jui
We all get to share that, and I think nita Egart, attended an evening se
that's very unique."
sion where she felt that she was "a
But Nancy -Theriot, an associate tacked" by two members of tt
professo~ of history, attended Rut- group. "One of them laughed at m
ste_in's talk and was distl!rbed by his It made me very angry."
philosophy. ,.She wro\e m a faculty
Those kinds of experiences dot
I newsl~tter, By focusmg o~ person- surprise Kathleen Kirby, an assi
I !11 feelings _rather than pub_~c behav- tant professor in 'counseling p~
,or,. Ru~em p~mot~ the idea that chology, who believes the grot
· ractSm tS a pnvate S1!1 that can be sessions.should.be run by profe
: purged. from· the na~onal _soul,, by sionals, rather than volunteers wl
, conf~ion 3!1-d good mtentions.
received one day of training.
Thenot satd she got mo_re ~an a
She and other. participants que
! dozen responses to her, edito?al, al- tioned· whether the groups reac,IIE
. st all of giem ~mg ~~ her. the people who needed to be ther
O
J ~ ~as bl om
ory
essor "I think those who have mana~ 1
°"By
that it will solve the come are ·those who share a &1
, problem I think 1•t•
t , t . ff
cem and have a vision and a coo
s noCumbler
JUS me said
ec- mt·tment to ch ange," said Ur
•
tual, but' detrimental,"
in an interview. "In fact the roblem Fong, ·an associate professor of:s,
is much larger than probfum that cial work who- participated in-u
can be ove=me by holding hands." Monday group.
:
Five members of the steerin
Fong said she also had hqpE
committee for the institutes
more "high-l~ve_I",aclministrators -ar
sponded to Theriot's editorial say- : faculty members would attend. ~ing she did not appreciate "th~ honDenise Gilford, executive direl:tc
esty and com~lexity of (Rutsteiri's) ' of ~de!1t J/!e)>rogra_ms and pne ,
account of.ractSm,"·
the mstitutes•· organizers, Satd··U
. Theriot's letter became a-topic· of institutes will rel,llain voluntary;
discussion in the Tuesday-afternoon 1 , "It's alma~. like AA (Alcoholi,
group. ·Most agreed the sessions Anonymotts)c" m some ways," :sl
could not ."cure".racism but were a said. "You can't force people.to go.
useful measure to combat it.
"Racism certainly is instituti~nalized," said co-facilitator Romanetha
Stallworth. ''We do need legislation,
and thank God for it, but you can't
legislate •caring."
_
Group members also agreed. the
sessions . were helpful. personally,
providing a "safe-place" for them to
express anger and -frustration,· .: · ·
· Peter Rowell, a professor of phtirmacolcigy;--said he was,disappointell
thatno l\merican'blilcks•werein his·
group,· which' includeif•a · Somalii ·an
Asian and ·ail Iildiafil.He wanted to·
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Suspicion confirmed: _UK faculty doing
res ea re h
■ ■ ■

By Jeremy D. Popkin

H

erald-Leader colunmist Bill
Bishop and former Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson have recently discovered the University of Kentucky's dirty little secret UK,
the state's flagship campus, has been
hiring, paying and even promoting faculty members who do scholarly research.
Not only does UK's faculty do research, it's actually getting pretty good
at it. Year after year, it's bringing in
more grant dollars. Some professors have
received national attention for their
work. UK has gotten itself classified as a
Category I research institution, right up
there with the nation's other top universities.
Well, according to Bishop and Wilkinson, this has got to stop. Faculty
members who engage in research can't
possibly be doing their real jobs. They
must be neglecting their students and
forgetting their mission of service to the
community.
Bishop reminds us that UK is a landgrant institution, with a special mission
to share our knowledge with fellow citizens. He's right, of course. But it couldn't
possibly be that there's a lot more to
serving the community nowadays than
providing an agricultural extension service (which UK does) and a prograni in
mining engineering.

When he writes about bringing economic development to the state Bishop
knows that Kentucky needs to ~ttract
enterprises that depend on an educated
work force to compete in today's world.
But, of course, !t stands_to reason that we
can generate high-tech Jobs with a lowtech state university.
Apparently, though, the state's
young people haven't gotten the message
that a research university is a bad place
to go to school. UK keeps attracting a
~owing share of the state's brightest
high school graduates misled perhaps
by national surveys that rank the plac~
as a good educational bargain.
Why would such students ignore the
warnings of a former governor that the
r~ch-crazed faculty in Lexington has
no tune for_ them? Could it be that these
students think there is something special
about classes with professors who are up
· to date on the latest findings in their
field; .~use, in many cases, they are
contrtbutmg to those findings through
th_eir research?
Could it be that these students are
stimulated by being part of an intellectual C0':1ffiunity that connects Kentucky to
the wider world? Could it be that some of
them are excited to learn that Kentuckians, too, can contribute to the progress of
knowledge and understanding?°And that
some of them might even come to want
to devote their own lives to teaching and
learning?
·

tu kyNo, odf ~urse not We all know Ken.
c an higher 1 ~ don't mix. UK
should go bac_k to its ~umble role of
spoonmg out information borrowed from
edsewher~ and concentrate on what it
oes best. basketball.
. Never mind that the university has
JUSt implell!ented a new plan to upgrade
the evaluation of teaching by requiring
every 1/rofessor to submit a teaching
portfolio, Never mind that successful fac.
ulty i:esearch a~ly ~upports a lot of
teaching, by bnngmg m fellowship dollars for s~dents.
Yes, srr. You bet With enough help
fi:om newspaper columnists and politicrans, the dangerous spread of research ·
excellence at th~ s1:>1te's flagship campus
can be s\0 PJ?f:d m its tracks. Or at least
the state s <:1tizens can be convinced that
the faculty !S a scurvy crew of loafers
and gold-bnckers.
It's a n?ble crusade. Surely, we can
count on Bishop and Wilkinson to keep
up the fight. Or is it possible that the
fa_cts ~bout a first-rate university's con:bu~on ; 0thth,e community will leak out
spi e O err eff'.orts?
. Jeremy D. Popkin ts a professor of

history at the University of Kentucky.

. . . Which helps not only stud en~;;: but
whole state
By Jerry Skees

ill Bishop's Dec. 3 colunm
raises questions about the re.ward system within the University of Kentucky.
He quotes one sentence from a ninepage journal article of mine. It is ironic
that he found something to use from a
journal article when he is negative regarding the usefulness of such work. The
article he quoted goes into detail about
how to modify faculty behavior to improve research, teaching and service.
The debate ~bout our university's .
role is importan,t Faculty members within the university must be responsive to
needs in the state. Still, Bishop and
others have misinterpreted aspects of
UK. Bishop's contribution is lacking .
since it does not acknowledge the response that many faculty members are
making. Further, it oversimplifies .the
role of research.
First, the charge that teaclling at UK
goes unrewarded is ova:emphasizecl. I
serve on a committee that evaluates
faculty promotions and tenure. Poor
teachers receive poor evaluations. Outstanding teachers are rewarded. Naturally, there are exceptions that concern us
all, but it is a mistake to formulate
opinions based only on exceptions.
Next, the assumptions that research
competes with teaching_or that research-ers make bad teachers are overemphasized. Teachers who bring their research·
into the classroom enhanoe learning..

B

My teaching is far more useful because of my research experience, which
allows me to bring current knowledge
into the classroom. By the same token,
my research is made more useful because
of teaching, including the teaching (service) I do outside the classroom.
This brings nie to the issue of the
service work of the UK faculty. Many .
faculty members work with policy-makers, business leaders and citizen groups.
Although my job is defined as research and teaclling, I spend a significant
amount of time off campus working with
various groups. This type of "service"
does not show up in the statistics in the
Herald-Leader.
Kentucky deserves a top-notch university. Teaching is important Development of new knowledge through·research
is important Extension of that knowledge off campus is important
Many faculty members work hard to
integrate teaching, research. and service.
Such integration should be the foundation of a land grant university, such as

UK.

Not all faculty members contnbute
equally to all functions of the university.
Nor should they. Some will be better
suited for research, and some for teaching. Others will find ·rewards in offcampus service. It is important to recognize the contributions of each group.
Those of us who frequently perform
service work soon discover the rewards
of those efforts. ~PP.lying-research to
real problems and to our·efforts to educate our citizens has its own ·rewards,

even though they usually are not financial.

A major strength of the university is
its diversity. Teaching, research and service are equally important, and they help
foster diversity. It is in everyone's interest to maintain a strong university that
maintains a high-quality faculty with a
variety of skills, interests and sense of
mission.
I am troubled by a dilemma that we
face at the university. Budget problems
have reduced the number of faculty
members, yet those of us who remain are
not only asked to continue all existing
programs but to do even more.
Still, I would like for the citizens of
Kentucky to understand that they have a
dedicated faculty at their university; a
faculty concerned and working hard to
integrate research, teaching and service.

Jerry Skees is a professor of agricultural economics at the University of Kentucky.
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Bobsledder Shimer tells world: -'I'm for rea_l'.
By Phll Hersh
Chicago ,:-rlbune

In previous seasons, Brian
Shimer had been known only as the
bobsled driver to the stars. He was
the man who piloted for pro football
stars Herschel Walker ·and Willie
Gault and Olympic hurdles champion Edwin Moses.
This season, with his famous
passengers otherwise engaged,
Shimer has become a star bobsled
driver.
Last weekend in Altenberg, Germany, the 30-year-old from Naples,
Fla., and his unknown crew won for
the third time in three four-man
races on the 1992-93 World Cup
circuit.
"We're getting better as we go
along," Shimer said via telephone

from LaPlagne, France, where he
raoed yesterday arid will compete
Wednesday on the 1992 Olympic
track.
When Shimer opened the season
with a victory in Calgary, it was the
first World Cup victory for a U.S.
four-man sled since 1987, Yet the
result was downplayed largely because it came on a North American
track.
Any feeling the Calgary victory
was a fluke soon disappeared, as
Shimer and crew triumphed on two
tracks in Germany.
Last Sunday, they beat the legendary Wolfgang Hoppe, winner of
two gold and three silver Olympic
medals, on his home track in Altenberg. The U.S. team broke the track
record by six-hundredths of a second with a first-heat time cif 55.97

seconds.
hamstring in the season opener.
"The vibes I'm getting from the
l.eturgez, ·30, who played footEuropeans is they don't like the ball at ~dut:, and Kirby, 25! a
idea that someone from North ·, track All-Ainencan at New Mexico,
America is winning all the races both pushed four:man ·sleds driven
this year," S?imer said.
.
b¥ o~er men in the 199~ Olympics,
"They said after Calgary it was Kirby s sled plaoed nmth; I.eturbecause I had ·been training on that gez's, 11th.
track for a month - which wasn't
"The big difference from last
true, by the way -, so let's see . year is that I'm not wondering
when he gets to Winterberg (Ger- week-to-week who my· teammates
many). They said after Winterberg, will be," Shimer .said, referring to
let's see when he gets to a very the football commitments that kept
difficult track like Altenberg. Now Gault and· Walker out of bobsled
they know I'm for real."
until January.
'
The three sled pushers behind
"Also, there are two guys other
Shimer in the last two races were than me on the team with sledding
Bryan I.e~gez of ~ar Lake, (nd.; experience. That has helped trenien•Karlos Kirby of _Chve, Iowa; and dously in terms of sled preparation
Randy Jones. of Wmston-Salem, N,C, ! and walking the track to judge how:
l.eturgez took over for Joe Sawyer , it should be driven, It also means
of Denver after Sawyer pulled a · I'm not teaching while I'm trying to
learn myself."
Shimer, an ex-football player at
Morehead State, also has been sledding well •in .two-man competition
with Jones, the lone rookie, who
was captain of Duke's football team
in 1990.:.· . .-~~:,~~:\·· ,.... :,•,:-s;:- ~~ii,/-.. . ~
, · They have finished :fifth, second, fot.µ1h and fifth.
'.
Added to the four-man victories,
those two-man placements have put
Shimer in first place in the World
Cup overall driver standings, The
spotlight i~ ..Clh him, not some .j>ig
. ruimes going•along fo~. the nde.: :'',
In the summer 1990, Shimer·
began working with Gault, Walker
and Moses, although schedule conflicts kept them from racing together as a quartet. Shimer and Moses
did finish seventh in two-man at tlie
1991 World Championships,

of

.

.
• !

A year later, with the Olympics
looming, Moses walked out after a
dispute over selection· procedure.
Gault failed to make the ,team in.
final push trials.
. .
Walker stayed .the course, He
and Shimer were · severith in the
1992 Olympic two-man even~ ~s
Walker failed to provide the fast
starting push expected of him.
Shimer did not qualify to drive one
of the two U.S. entries in four-man.
The net result for Shimer was a
$20,000 debt. from the second mortgage taken on the family house by
his father, Bud, a dry-cleaning plant
manager. The money was used to
buy a two-man sled. About $14,000
remains to be paid.
That debt might have been paid
already, but a $250,000 sponsorship
deal between the U.S. Bobsled Federation and McDonald's was cut to
$30,000 when all three star athletes
did. not make the Olympic team.
Shimer should be a good
· enough story by himself at ·the next
Winter Olympics in 1994. After all,
· having a sled drivt,r from Florida
, win the first· U:S. -,bobsled medal
since 1956 would i juiell .interest,in
the sport.
· :.' Ji · .
'
To some bobsledders, far nortli
means Lake Placid, the sport's mecca .for 60 years. For too long,
though, sledding had belonged to
the good old boys who bellied up to
, Lake Placid's bars - before and
' after racing..
·That began to change in. the
mid-1980s, when the bobsled federation sent questionnaires to athletic
departments _at dozens of colleges in

a quest for a few good nevHnen.
Shimer, a running back anii V{ide'
receiver, was lured into't:ryirig the·
sport by such a letter.
· .. ' '
1- • .' 11 went ,up,.and'·tried,,9ut and,
two :W~;'iater;'i'F-wrui,;;;:,Geh&r1
' fly "h'
..~,,~·~.t,a
' e .......
5ald' 1i• - ,., ..', -:·,,\~•,;r:i'l,•,.
•' • · 'h ' ,.,,..,,...,.
h/,'."r,•

,·to:ibeia.

'•Shimer ~ent.. ori
,sid~,pusher on the four-man team driven.
by Matt Roy; now the federaticin's
interim executive director, that:,wdii:
the World (;;up·overall title in'l987,
Then' the 'world'Cup was ·i~:
only its
and
the world's: besf sledders did riot:
: take it seriously. The next year, iri
the Calgary Olympics, the Roy sled
with Shimer aniong its . pushers',
finished 16th.
· . ' ... i:.":
The··Jederation wenf after the'
superstar athletes after the , 1988 ·
Olympics, where Gault had·beetian
alternate. That move caused. ,some,
resentment among the sledpii\g. vet,.:
erans1 who made Shimer. an outcast .
because he volunteered fo drive the
big names. •
..
.,
1
"I didn't feel extra pr~ure,"
Shimer said. "I-tried to- stay away
from all the cont;rov~y."
:. .",

secohci season/

many of

~r,1~rr:tr~_,.m,;J;~
l"_~tii~:t'
would;be iiibneybigs fot;ihe:federai
!

lion. Shimer also is benefiting from
a second ye;µ- of coaching. by for;
mei" :, : East''''"'C,en'niiiic,~'.{Meiiiliafij
Nehmer, who/;e -three. '"!,Id: 'medals
are the Olympic. i:ecora.'6 iii- bobslild.
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MSU facttlty: .exhibit: offers !~ersatil_i_ty
.

By MARY BARKER

As· the Art Department faculty at Morehead State University evolves, so does their artwork.
This year's faculty exhibit is
very different from those of
years past. Not onlr are there
several new faculty members
exhibiting this year, but longstanding faculty members are
showing more versatility in
their styles and methods.
Don Young, who has exhibited three-dimensional works
in the past, has three large
color photographs in the exhibit, choosing nature as his
subject matter in all three.
They simply sparkle with
the reflections and colors of
autumn.

Tom Sternal, chairman of
the art department, always
surprises the viewer with his
unique sculptures. This year,
he displays his imaginative
nature with a series of bundles of dried trees ·and flowers
that stand upright in the lower
level of the gallery but which

are visible from the upper
level. One of. them, "Poplars,"
stands at least 30 feet high.
The exhibit is· worth visiting
if only to ponder Sternal's
bundles.
·
·
Two acrylic paintings by
Dixon Ferrell exemplify his
expertise in the medium and
show a whimsical side of his
nature absent in earlier
works. Both paintings are titled. "Soaring II." They make
an excellent backdrop for the.
sculptural work in the lower
gallery.
An assembly of two- and
three-dimensional works by
Elizabeth Mesa-Gaido, a new
faculty m'ember, .is titled "_Primera Generacion Marginal/
Marginal First Generation.''.
It is a po~erful social statement on the American melting
pot, containing both Spanish.
and American writings.
'./
Another new member bf the)
Morehead ·teaching staff, Beth~)
Blake, displays a small trip::)
tych titled "Family.'' At firsf'.
glance the viewer is drawn to i

the family of thre.e sitting at "Couple.". These (wo pairs of
the dinner table. On· further figurative sculpture are an ex- !
inspection, however, the view- tension of her previous work
er will be surprised .to find a- in rolled paper, yet they show
picture of newly hatched a"coiltinuiiy betweim _the artist
chicks behind the central fig-. .and her medium that was not
ure in the painting, then the . as·, apparent, ·in · her earlier
eyes are drawn tci a plate of Work. · ~1 • • , ' 1• • •
·Although· the··-work of all
fried chicken on ,the table.
Blake seems to be suggesting these 'artist-teachers is fascithe fate of man or at least the nating; the' large collection of
black and. white photographs
fate of chickens.
In contrast to Blake's work; ·. by Dave Bartlett is most mem.
staff member Yuko Fuch- orable. · .
Each yi:ar as I ,visit the facigami's diptych "Forest" is a
symphony of color that is pure ulty exhiliit at Morehead, I ain
emotion with no underlying drawn 'io' the. ·strong• images
captured by.- ,Bartlett. and his
symbolism.
, Bob Franzini strikes a new camera. This year, he exhibits
high with his series of print a series .bf shots' tak~n- in Miwork. Although still figurative naqua, wiso.1' They ·are ordi- ·
in nature, these prints are less nary scenes of.< a ;small dock
traditional in style than his· and the winter shows of the
north but through' the' extraor.previous work. A m.onotype titled "Go.at Rock Figure- dinary eye of this artist, the
images become larger than
Everybody Needs a Fire In·.
side" proyo~es_ an emotion not life.
unlike that experienced ,when . . This is a don't-miss exhibit
looking.at.th,e work of J.sdwarci ' for those interested in•contemporary art. It is the finest exHopper.
·
Two sculptures; one in wood. ample of current trends in art
and one· in 'stone· by Martha to appear in our area this
year. ·
· Enzmann. are· both titled

'

THe Morehead State University Faculty. Exhibit, ,which
runs through Dec. 18; is located· in the. large· gallery on
the Claypbol Young Art Building on the MSU campus·.
Hours are· 8 a.in. to 4 p.m. ·
weekdays._ . ,
MARY B~RKER; -~ local artist
with a master's ,degree in art
history, wrote .this re_view.

J,
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Toyota· is bonanza~--uK·
rep·ort says
By Liz Caras l'etros ,
Herald-Leader business writer

The controversial $147 million
incentive package the state gave
Toyota to open a plant in Georgetown was an unprecedented gamble. But it paid off big, according to
a University of Kentucky study
released yesterday.
The report, conducted by the
Center for Business and Economic
Research, said that by the end of
this year, the state will have received $161.3 million in extra tax
revenue because of Toyota.
"lt paid off, and it continues to
pay off," said Charles F. Haywood,
director of the center and author of
the study.
Toyota paid UK $50,000 for the
overwhelmingly positive report, but
the figures would· have been the
same regardless of the funding, said
Haywood. And they are impressive.
in the 20-year period of 19862005, the payback in state taxes is
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Plant holds.
bright future;
study- says;
He~al~-Leader staH report .

Toyota Motor Manufacturing Inc. of Georgetown has
been better for the state than
most anyone anticipated, according to a University of Kentucky economic impact survey.
The study also proj~
• Employment at Toyota,
now 4,350, will reach 6,00Q _by
1995.
- -,
,.
• By 1996,the plant will be
directly or indirectly responsible for the creation. of 92,000
jobs nationwide, 22,000 '" of
them in Kentucky: · ·- -, •,."
• In the 20-year period
1986-2005,: the pay-back in
state taxes. will be.$933.4 mil-
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projected to reach $933.4 million,
more than six times the original
incentives.
Much of the credit goes to
Toyota Motor Manufacturing USA
Inc., which has invested more than
$2 billion at its Georgetown Camry
plant, including an $800 million
expansion of the assembly plant to
be completed next year and a $90
million expansion of the power
train plant to be completed in 1994.
But Haywood stressed that the
state also benefited from an increase in tax rates and inflation.
The result is an annual rate of.
return of 30.8 percent, more than
any investor could hope for, he said
Haywood said the Toyota success story should teach the state
something about recruitment ·
"The problem in Kentucky is
we're never investing enough in
industrial development," he said.
"This is a good example of what
can happen when you take a bold

step."
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, economic
development secretary, agreed, saying ·that although the state bas
moved toward tax abatements instead of up-front incentives, such
-inducements are vital to Kentucky's
economic development program.
Toyota's incentive package was
controversial from the beginnning
and was an issue in the 1987
governor's race. During his campaign, Wallace Wil!<inson said in
television ads that the package
made Kentucky "a laughingstock
from Tokyo to Tennessee."
Patton said that in the last
several years even the harshest
critics have changed tkeir minds.
Wilkinson could not be reached
yesterday for comment.
Patton said the Georgetown
plant "was a major contnbutor to
the fact that Kentucky's economy
did not suffer as badly as the nation
as a whole" during the recession.
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Hearing begins on firings
of Lees -College faculty
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press

JACKSON, Ky. - A federal hearing began yesterday in the case of
five former Lees College faculty
members who claim they were fired
for trying to protect faculty rights.
But a ruling may take another year.
An administrative law judge of
the National Labor Relations Board
is conducting the hearing in response to complaints about former
Lees President William Bradshaw,
Faculty members at •. the two-year
college in southeastern Kentucky's
Breathitt County claim Bradshaw
arbitrarily fired staff and tried to restrict academic freedom.
M. Kay Miller, a tenured associate
professor who was fired 'in May
after 14 years at the school, testified
yesterday that Bradshaw tried to restrict the activities of the faculty
senate and to have it disbanded.
Miller claims Bradshaw also tried to
control a faculty-appointed executive committee that was trying to
look into teacher complaints.
"When it seemed liKe we weren't
getting any help, we contacted
SACS," the Southern· Association of
Colleges and Schools, a regional ac-

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

crediting organization, she said,
The executive committee also contacted the American Association of
University Professors, a professional organization, she said.
Today, only one member from the
senate_ and one from the executive
committee is still employed at Lees,
Miller said. Faculty members have
estimated that 150 faculty and staff
members left during Bradshaw's
four years at the school, which ended in June when he resigned under
pressure. from the community.
Bradshaw attended yesterday's
proceedings but would not comment. Donald Wagner, the college's
attorney, postponed his opening
statement until he begins his case.
Administrative Law Judge Arline
Pacht said the hearing is expected
to continue into early next year
after the Christmas holidays. And
because of a backlog of cases, Pacht
said it may be a year before she bas
a decision in the case.
In addition to Miller, other Conner
faculty · members involved in the
NLRB complaint are -Bill Brown,
Robert Drake, Mary Smith and Jim
Wilde. Brown, Miller and Wilde also
have sued to get their jobs back, but
no trial date has. been set.;
·
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Case again~l
former Lee~:
chief might
last a year

University's
negotiations
for mansion
fall through
....

'

Associated Press

Associated Press
JACKSON - A federal hearing
began yesterday in the case of five
RICHMOND, Ky. - Eastern Kenfonner Lees College faculty memtucky University's negotiations to
bers who say they were fired for
buy a historic Richmond mansion
trying to protect faculty rights, but
have fallen through for now.
a ruling could take an<$ey, f.1/M·
Caperton Burnam, trustee of the
105-year-old Elmwll9d mansion and
An administrative law.~."·
'of
its adjacent 22 acres, has changed
the National Labor Rel:{tiomi; •
his mind about the deal, said uniis holding. the heai;ing
versity spokesman Ron Harrell.
to complaints about,. fQnriei?;--~
''The trustee did feel it was not
President W11lian1'BradsliawitFacright
to ·continue the discussions,''
ulty members •at ~ twoc1f•~-~l· lege in southeastern
,,.,~
.......
,s
Harrell
said. ''The project is now on
.
.
nl?-l~l
hold,· but it remains a part of our
Breathitt Counfy say Bra~w•;irplans,"
.·
·
bitrarily fired stiff and trii;di to
Last month EKlJ's board of rerestrict academic.freedom. · ·. ·•:':1
gents told university President HanM. Kay Miiler.' a tenured ~
ly Funderburk he could tiy to buy
ciate professor fired iJi'cMay after 14
the property, which is near the camyears at the schooi_testified yesterpus. .
..
. . .
day that Bradshaw'tried to restrict
University
officials
had planned a
the activities of a faculty senate and
$1
million
renovation
of the manto have it disbanded. Miller· says
sion,. which would be used as an
Bradshaw~• tried to amtrol a
alumni center. A parking area and
facUlty-appgiµted J~xecutive -comclassroom building also were inmittee that;~ ,b'Y,lng to look !nto
cluded in the plans.
.
teacher .qJI11plaintst1 . ;
But local residents and students
..,, "Wlieri''½it;: - ~ like · \ve
protested the plan to pave part of
weren't getting•ariy- help, we ~nthe land, which has been maintacted SAc:sr.',the Southern Associtained since 1970 by a trust estabation •of!;Con-~·:•and Schools, a
lished by Emma Parkes Watts.
· regional, aa:tediting. organi1.ation,
After Watts' death, Burniun, a forshe saici The executive committee,
mer banker, was named trustee to
also contacted the· American-Assomanage the estate.
ciation of University l'lofesacils, a
professional organi1.atioo:· slle-said.
TI1E COURIER-JOURNAL. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1992 .

Dick
Burdette
Herald-leader

columnist

Bike patrol
•
increases
rapport with
UK students

It's been two years now since a
couple of UK police officers began
patrolling the campus on bicycles.
Now, their number is up to 7,
including Holly Davis, the first
female bike officer.
And bike patrolling has become
so popular in cities and on other
campuses that Dayton, Ohio, now
conducts what is thought to be the
nation's only certified bike patrol
school. UK bike patrol supervisor
Kevin Grimes is a graduate of the
weeklong ·Dayton program.
Although his department didn't
pioneer bike patrolling and doesn't
claim to, Chief W.H. McComas Jr.
says he's sold ·on the program.
What it provides, McComas
says, is exposure - direct contact
with students headed to and from
class. Icy sidewalks provide an
even better opP9rtunity to develop
rapport, Mi:Qmias-says. Then,'officers push.their. bikes and walk
across campus.- ·
The program's effect on major
crime?
'
It's difficult to measure because
there isn't much, McComas says.
Meanwhile, that other kind of
exposure- cold - has presented
no problem, he says..
·
But the department is looking
for other kinds of clothing - cloth-,
ing that is as watm but is more
By BILL WOLFE
. . seminar1s doctririlil st~tement.
flexible and provides freedom.
. Religion Writer . ·
· , Honeycutt said 'last spring that he
· • •--: •:
- - .,, .. • •
7,
, . could find rio· cause to fire Sim_.
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Trustees of Southern Baptist The- inons, '1!1d an a!(orney's report ~d "El:■school chief gets new state jo
ological Semin;iry in Louisville yes- the semnary llllght have legal diffi.
. .
terday turned down a proposal to culties in dismissing him. However,
FRANKFORT, Ky. - John Broe~ the state's fonner school !
buy out the contract of Christian the trustees have continued to look perintendent, has been hired· to replace _the director of a gove1
ethics ·Professor Paul Simmons, for ways to oust the professor. - Dient training agency. .
: .
opening the door for possible for• · The Rev. Jerry Johnson, one of' The agency's governing board, at:a special meeting Mondi
ma! dismissal procedures.
Simmons' leading: critics on the accepted Gene Childress' resignation and hired Brock. A recommendation from the board, _was one of those who op- Childress had directed the Govemmentlll Services Center on t
board of.trustees' academic person- posed a buy-out.offer. Such action Kentucky State University campus since hs·creation in 1981.
nel _committee _called for paying would· reward "somebody who's Childress said he ·was called intci'-~rsity President Ma
Simmons $362,000 - six Ye8!5'. sal· . been doing something very wrong,'' SQ!ith's office on Thlllliday and told ·he,was being replaced.
acy and benefits - to leave his post. Johnson, ._an Aurora, <;:olo., P85clor, ·He said Smith told him she had reoelvecl'a call from Gov. Brei
But.the board, meeting in a closed said last week. ·:. · · ·· · ·,,. ,_- . : ton Jones' ,office. ·Jones'• deputy press seaetaiy, Bill Griffin, s1
session at a hotel near the Atlanta · Whenever Simmons promotes the "it was .;;. Mary Smith that dismissed Childress."
· .
air!)?Jt! defeated the P!')posal 34-~l, "pro-choice view': on abortion, "he Brock said Monday he had heard rumors of Childress' possil
according to AssOCl8ted Baptist really hurts our witness and our.tes- replacement and submitted a resume;---·
~ ; an independent Baptist news timony, I believe, and misrepresents_ ·The.center, which· has 25 employees;:offers· training to st1
semce.
what Southem Baptists believe employees in managemeilt,and computem,-among other things.
Simmons wouldn't comment on about abortion and the sanctity of also offer.I group training on such topia.as .leXlllli harassment
the vote last night Semin;iry Presi: human life. I do believe he's the· work place. - .
. -.dent Roy L Honeycutt said the vote . brought _reproach upon- the semi• · ·
·
·
·
puts efforts to resolve the situation nary,"· Johnson said.
"back to ground zero,'' the news
He favors a formal hearing in
service reported..
. .
· which Simmons "has a chance to
Simmons, 56, has been under fire defend himself and clarify himself.''
from the theologically consemitive
The board did not consider a motrustees for his abortion-rights tion to fire_ Simmons yesterda~
stance for more than' two years. . cording to the news servii:e.
·•
However, the tenured professor can nary bylaws did!!te that such a probe fired only for violating his con- posal come only during the trustees'_
tract or teaching contrary to the annual. meeting Jn ~ril, it said. . ·

ii'i"ffl!se

Seminary board wo.*-'t . tfy,
tQ buy o~t pi;of~ssor.-: ·__ -_- -
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Wethington
apologizes
for UK in
bias case
University to readmit
black doctor to program
By Dottle Been
Herald-Leader staff writer

University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington yesterday
apologized for UK's recent actions
in a discrimination case and said
the university would obey a court
order to readmit a black doctor to
its orthopedic surgery program.
Recent reports
have
caused a perception that UK's
court actions in ·
a case involving
Dr.
Donald
Douglas were
racially motivated, Wethington
said.
.
"As presi- Douglas
dent of the University of Kentucky,
I am apologizing to anyone who
may have been offendedin any way
by statements made during· ••. the
recent legal action.''.. c· , _.. ·
Douglas .will be reinstated Jan.
1, he said, and the UK Chandler .
Medical Center facultr..·and staff
will try "to ensure tha;;""'"t.lliiu.iilas
be given the o p ~ 'to' succeed" in UK's orthopi,ilci ~gery
residency program. . . · . ·;.
.
Douglas, who won •bis. five-year
case against UK in July- iri Fayette
Circuit Court, . said · Wethington's.
response ''was. a step, but only a
baby step."
·.:. :. : ; '·. . ·
"They didn't really , have a
choice about reinstating me," Douglas said. 'judge Rebecca Overstreet
has already ordered that" - " ·
Douglas does not know whether
he will rejoin the program. · ''My
attorney .. and I will sit down and
talk about it," he said. "But in terms
of my relationships_ with the orthopedic department, natl.Jing • has
changed."

.... ·; .

Douglas said he met with medical center of:ficials yesterday; In the
presence of a university .attorney,
Douglas was ''mechanically'' offered a six-month contract -· six
months less than .the contracts of
other residents in· t4e, ptllgl~ .he
said.· . . . ·,- .. . -... ;•!;}.:·-g~~:-;-~\,f
'' He
·off~ ii~ ;pologi~.;I1e
said, and Wethington's news .conference was not mentioned. ~• Ji
Douglas, a 1986 graduate::of
UK's medical schoo~ was accepje.d
·m~to·uni
ity'lt......,,pedi~geiy. ··
-~the~mer . 1986: ~ - ,
bl.iil;k

was
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"It was positive," the Rev. Louis
Coleman said after the 25-minute
meeting. ''The president said Dr.
Douglas would be treated fairly and
no repercussions would come about
from this."
The Louisville group had in•
tended to pass out leaflets on campus accusing UK of racism but
decided after the meeting that it
was not necessary, Coleman said.
"We're going to continue to
monitor the whole affair until he
graduates. This situation should
have been resolved years ago," he
said.
P.G. Peeples, executive director
of-the Urban League in Lexington,
said he called Wethington's office
early yesterday to tell him he
thought UK's attorneys had mishandled the situation.
"The way that was handled
seems to- run counter to the way
Wethington has indicated he wants
to handle things.
''The fact that he came forward
with that apology sends-a message
across the university that he is
serious about having a positive
relationship with the African-American community and I hope as it is
receiv.ed, pther people at the univer•
sity see the need to get in line with
that commitment"
While apologizing for the court
motions, Wethington ..would not
identify who authorized them.
Asked wliether anyone _involved
would be disciplined,. Wethington
responded: ''I would not anticipate

UK agreed to readmit him to the
program in 1988, as· part .of a.
conciliation agreement
But in 1990, while Douglas was
in his third year of the five-year
program, UK refused to renew his
contract He sued· UK, alleging the
the contract cancellation was in
retaliation for the earlier discrimina•
tion complaint.
In July, an all-white jury agreed
with Douglas, ruling that he should
receive $170,000 in lost wages if he
was readmitted to the program and
$225,000 if he was not
A month later, Overstreet or•
dered UK to readmit Douglas in
January.
UK, which is appealing part of
the case to the Kentucky Court of
Appeals, moved Friday to get the
court's permission to have orthope•
die surgery patients fill out a special consent form acknowledging
that the medical school thinks one
of its residents is not qualified.
UK also asked in a motion that
Douglas be supervised by an attending physician when he was on
duty, although it is not mandatory·
for other residents with Douglas'
seniority. ·
Overstreet denied the motions
and admonished UK for trying to
treat Douglas differently from its
other residents and for dragging its
heels on reinstating him.
.
Wethington made his comments
in a brief news conference yesterday, soon after talking with several
of Lexington's black leaders and
just a few hours before a group of
black civil rights activists •from
Louisville was due on campus to
protest UK's handling of the Douglas case.
Black leaders in Lexington and
Louisville have criticized the way
UK dealt wiilitlie "i:iise.""" .... ~ ...
Wethingb)n's,office ~t copy.
of yesterday's statement to .the Louisville civil rights leaders about
·noon, but four of them showed up
at 2:45 pm;· for .their s;heduled
appointment with him.

that"

'

Asked whether he knew the
motions w~ being filed, Wethington said, "I am kept informed of all
significant legal actions in regard to
the university; obviously I cannot
be informed of every aspect of
. every litigation."
Wethington said UK will contin•
ue · to pursuii:its appeal,' to get the
courts.io rule:.on questions,involvi log the .appropriate role of the
faculty in determining academic
qualifications for students. ,

a
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Trial ~eduled in EKU embezzling:case
An Eastern Kentucky University accountant faces trial Feb. 1 in
Madison Circuit Court on 59 counts of embezzling more than
$170,000 _from the EKU Foundation.
Doug Perry, 44, pleaded not guilty to the charges. during his
anaignment De2 8.. He could· face .up to 20. years in prison. ..
· ''"Police·allege that in-•1987"Perry began taking money from the
foundation, a clearinghouse for donatioris''to ·the university. A
supervisor noticed .the missing money iri October and tipped off
police, who charged Perry with writing 59 checks to himself,
The foundation handles more .than 300 accounts and $9 million.
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Education council to consider
ways to cut dental enrollment
By RICHARD WILSON

Staff Writer,
LEXINGTON, Ky. - To address
concerns that Kentucky has too
many dentists, the Council on High·
er Education will · consider four
plans early next year to reduce dental-school enrollments.
Joe Bill Campbell of . Bowling
Green, the council's chainnan, said
last week that he expects one of the
options to be approved at the coun•
cil's February meeting,
The issue has arisen several times
over the years, and Campbell said,
"People at the dental schools should
not have to be concerned ... wheth·
er they're going to have a program
or a job, and students should not
have to be concerned if a program
is going to continue. ·
"We need to resolve this issue for
at least the rest of this decade."
The state has two dental schools,
at the University of Kentucky and
the University· of Louisville. Only
one of the four proposals calls for a
dental school to be dosed, .but two
others would terminate- the "undergraduate program" (the schools'
term for the basic · doctoral program) at one of them,, .
The fourth option would. retain
both programs but reduce the number of Kentucky residents entering
each to 35 annually•. U of L now admits up to 50 Kentuckians each year
and UK admits as many as 40.
None of the options would affect
the enrollment of out-of-state students, who pay substantially higher
tuition than in-state students; Fewer
than 10 non-Kentucky students a
year have entered each school in recent years, and most wind up practicing in other states. : .·
Many dentists contend· tha~ with
current patient loads, the state
doesn't need the number ·of new
dentists now being trained.
A glut makes it especially dlfficult
for young dentists to recoup the
substantial start-up costs mvolved
in private practice,. !he argument
runs.
.
...
. ...
There is roughly, one dentist for
every 1,900 people In Kentucky,
compared with 1 for. every 2,100
people In all Southern states, acco~ to a report by• the higher
education council's staff.
·
The report estimated the current
surplus of dentists statewide at 280.
The four proposals are contained
in a memorandum that the· council
staff sent late last month to UK
President Charles Wethington,
U of L President Donald Swain and
council members..
. ,
The council dealt with the same
issue In 1985 by ordering UK and
U of L to reduce enrollment of Kentuckians In the entering class by 21
slots.
·
The latest proposals. are an outgrowth of a Noy.. 9 coiµu:il discussion. Toe stafL repo!! questionell
whether Kentucllr·.'~affllrd. to
:in:ue ·operatlllf~~, ~-b~ow,n
en . -~~,:~ ,r,;,fo:; :1 ·c11;.. :
-_.·;j

••,•1 ;· '.:• !•••••r•r""·•• .•:,1c~:-,.-..... ,.,.

Both schools provide undergraduate programs leading to dental d~
grees and post-doctoral offerings in
various specialties, such as orthodontics, periodontics and oral surgery.
.
Combined enrollments at the
schools have averaged 440 students
over the past five years. This year
about $14.5 million of their com•
bined $25.1 million budgets comes
from the state.
.
The memo to Swain and Wethington - prepared by the council's executive director, Gary Cox - is a
refinement of several proposals In
the November staff report.
Cox said there is a consensus that
enrollment should be reduced further, but' the issue then becomes
whether to concentrate all students
in a single program or to divide the
reduction between the two schools.
The four options would:
■ Close one dental school and
limit enrollment at the -remaining
one to 70 Kentucky students. The
surviving school would be allowed
to ·Increase. post-doctoral offerings
as needed, and an undefined "dental presence" would be maintained
at the university losing its dental
school.
·
.· ·,
■ Terminate the undergradilate
program at one school, set an entering-class limit of 70 Kentuckians at
the remaining one, and allow the
school losing its basic program to
decide if it wants· to continue post•
doctoral offerings with limited state
funding.
■ Split the current programs by
shifting undergraduate work to one
school, with an entering class of 70
Kentuckians, and requiring the oth•
· ·er school to offer only post-doctoral

specialties.
■ Maintain current undergraduate
and- post-doctoral programs but reduce to 35 the number of Kentucky
residents entering each school an•
nually.
Under the first three options,
some of the money saved by reduc•
ing undergraduate enrollments
would be allocated to the remaining
program.
The balance would go to the
school losing its basic program and
could be used for any remaiI)ing
dental programs or for ll!IProving
other areas of the university. ·
· Cox asked the two presidents to
outline by Dec. 30 the impact. that
each option would have on their ·
universities. He also asked them to
"present your case" for continuation of their undergraduate dental
program.
:
Wethington said last week that he
was not ready to comment on :the
options. He said be wanted officials,
at UK's dental school and otheri at'.
the university to prepare a response
first.

Swain could not be reached for
comment. But Dan Hall, his assis·
tant for- university relations,. said
Swain has told U of L Dental School
Dean Rowland Hutchinson to:llieet ·
with UK Dean David Nash to see if·
they could agree on a solution. : .,
"We are hopeful that the two-m-:
stitutions will be able to respond'.to- :
gether in a fashion that both are •
agreeable to- the same solution,":
Hall said.
,
.
Dr. Morris C. Yates, interim exec- ,
utive director of the Kentucky Den- :
tal Association, .said that he was -fa- :
miliar with the four'options and that:
the association's executive boanj. is ·
likely to issue a statement ~y
next month.
·
·
"I think they're the only practical
options ·.that have been prese/lted,"
he said.
·
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Morehead: From frying pan (0-5)
to the fire (UK)
By MARK COOMES
Staff Writer

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Leave it• to Dick
Fick, the wisecracking coach at Morehead
State, to break new ground in gallows humor.
This year's official basketball publicity
poster is a reaiview shot of Fick du~g a
game against Eastern Kentucky, Things
clearly weren't going his way.
His paisley tie is turned backwards, and
he's holdiog the long end high above his
head like a hangman's noose. The caption
reads:
"Come Hang with Dick Fick and The
MSU Eagles."
Talk about truth io advertisiog. Fick and
his team already are sporting rope bums
from an 0-5 start, and the collar is apt to get
even tighter Saturday night when the Eagles play at third-ranked Kentucky.
Fick is starting to regret sticking his neck
out for that farcical poster. . .,
... . _.
It might give people the wrong idea.
"Coach said he's afraid that next year
they'll take that picture and th_ere will.be
other hands on that tie;'' sports·ioformation
director Randy Stacy said.
.. ·
·
John Wooden would be hard-pressed to
duck the noose at Morehead this season.
Toe luckless Eagles have battled iojuries,
ioexperience and an unforgiving schedule.
· "Don't feel sorry·· for · us," Fick said.
"That's how you plan to get better - by
playiog the best ~ _the country,''. . .. . .
They've played;· but they've lost by 25.6
poiots a game, Including a 68-polnt pasting
at Michigan Stale· and a 28-pointer at
Wright State, which UK beat by 16 points ~
its opener.
.· .;_ .•.
.•
But the real crusher came Saturday night
when Morehead lost• 72-64 at home to
Union, an NAIA school In Barbourville, l{y,
Until the Bulldogs came to town, Fick was

Ing about two weeks Into ·practice,
"He conditioned really well all
fall, then one day he just fell down
and· couldn't get a breath," Fick
pleased with his young team •8 pro- said. "Then it happened again while
gress,
he. was asleep, and that really_
"We played well for 10 minutes scared us."
agaiost Michigan. State, about 22
Ballard's condition has mystified
agaiost Wright State and maybe 30 doctors, who have been unable to to
agaiost Maryland-Eastern Shore (a diagnose - much less treat - his
75-72 loss)," he said. "Against affliction. The 6-2 junior is probably
Union? None. Zero. Zip. We played out for the season.
terrible. They played great."
Losing Ballard left Morehead with
Fick said it was just one of those one retumiog starter, 6-9 · senior
things,
:Doug Bentz, the Eagles' leading
"You ever have one of those days scorer and rebounder (16 points and
where you get up and you bump 9.2 boards. a game), tliis season.
your head because it's dark?" he
And the Injury lfug·sink its teeth
said, "And you go out, and you try Into Bentz against Union.
to startyQur car and it doesn"t start?
With five minutes.left,.,Bentz was
And you finally get it started, and kneed in the left kneei: raising. a
you go back in the house and you· huge bruise ·that may. prevent ·mm
lock ~our·keys In the door?
from playiog against UK. One week
"It was like that, OK?. You feel is usually enough to : recuperate
like going back to bed, It was just from such an injury, but Bentzis
Qne of .those days when the moon stomach can't tolerate the anti-Inwas In the wrong place,"
flammatory drugs used to reduce
The zodiac has been out of whack the swelling,
In Morehead all year. How 'else to
"Honest to God," Fick said, "the
explain a ·snakebit season with people at the hosPjtN ·ca11 me Dr,
more absurdly. improbable· plot Fick, we spend.·so,much time there,·
twists than a soap opera? · ··
It's like this, OK?:-Every day I look
Call this story ihe !~the, .Young around and tbiJJk; .'Now what?' " .
and The Brett-Jess." ·· - ·. ·
•
And .every day,;Jila;players give
It starts with team tfult we~tl4- him the same answer,~':' ·
15 a year ago but lost three starters,
"We'll get it tumecl'6rinmd soon,"
Including senior forward Brett Rob- Wells said.
·· ·
erts. the J;)ivision I scoring champi· · · --·
on last year with a 28.1-polnt aver•
But it might take awhile, OK?
age. Then it really gets weird. . Morehead hasn't._wo~ an _Ohio Val. 1n
··
traioing'.
• · •·
•
.. ley Conference title m rune years,
presea,son
, 6-,oot-9'· and it probably won't. :win another
center ·Todd Geyer, one ·of More- . overnight
.. ·,.; ·
head's biggest and most experi•
·
-,., • · '
, enced players, was_ doing pulldowns. · . "We'f!l in, it for .~e· long haul,"
, ·on a weight machine when the ca- • Fick 5!1:ld, 'W~ ; bought a holll!e,
ble snapped. The bar conked him in . We've got ,a four:year.cont1'8;ct with
the head so.hard he had to be
an ext~ns1on last year: WE: ve got
by helicopter to Lexington for'treat• _ great kids, the best-""". the_ kind you
ment of a serious conc;ussion that, .can"t ~ down O!],:But,,geez, we'd
caused him to miss 10 ~ ofprac,, sure·like'80me,wil!IJ.!)
· · •·
lice. •' ··. ·· : ' •· · · · ... ,, ., ·
. For. now,: though,;· Fick Jokingly
Not long·,, aftef, .· forward /Kelly '. says he'd like SCI~;~ bins for
Wells, a highly .regarded· transfer those hang-time.,.politl!rB - lest
from ·Tulsa,. tore cartilage: In his some impatient-~. fan decide
right knee during a'preseason pick- life should. ~arti'"''
!1J1 game.· He rejumed to practice "When they first:· came out, we
Just this week. ·
were giving them,,,:away; people
There's more. Swingman Martez were· calling up'.,and;.asking.. for
Ballard, one of_ two retumiog start- them." Fick ~ · ~ t now, I'll
ers, began haVlng difficulty breath- give you a buck .to ~ one, OK?"

a
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-UK.does right thing
I

Wethington is.files apology UK needed to make
mer, but UK dragged its feet.
Worse, the university's medical
school tried to single out Douglas
with a special consent form telling
patients that UK thinks it has a
resident who is not qualified.
There was only one sensible
thing for UK to do after that, and
Wethington did it Tuesday. He
apologized, said that Douglas will
be reinstated in the residency program on Jan. 1 and promised that
Douglas will be given a fair chance
to succeed.
That took care of the immediate
problem, but it left a big question
unanswered: How did UK get itself
into this mess in the firsf place?
Somebody approved the idea of the
consent fonn singling out Douglas.
Whoever did it did great damage
to the university. Wethington said
Douglas filed suit and won riinstatement in the program last sum- on Tuesday that he didn't anticipate anyone being out of a job over
mer, but UK dragged its feet.
the
handling of this episode; but at
Worse, the university's medical
the least, somebody deserves a
Douglas filed suit and won rein- long trip to the president's woodstatement in the oro_gram last sum- shed.

C

harles Wethington, the
president of the University of Kentucky, knows
how to make the best of
a bad situation: Admit you are
wrong, apologize and change your
ways.
These actions were necessary
because UK botched the case of Dr.
Donald Douglas. Douglas is a physician who was the first black to be
accepted into the university's orthopedic surgery residency program. In 1987, Douglas filed a
complaint with the state Human
Rights Commission, charging that
he had been harassed with racial
slurs while in the program. The
medical school dropped him from
the residency program in 1990.
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Meeting held on states' tuition pact
HENDERSON, Ky. - Officials working on a new and possibly
expanded tuition reciprocity agreement between higher-education
institutions in Kentucky and Indiana hope to reach a pact within a
few months.
"We realize we've got a lot of students on a tether, relying on
these agreements, and we hope to avoid waiting until the last
minute to get an arrangement in place for next year," said David
Brauer,.Henderson Community College dean of academic affairs.~
- . The pact allows northwestern Kentucky and southwestern Indiana residents to go to participating schools in ~ht n~iihborlng
state and pay in-state tuition rates.
.,
A meeting Monday at the University of Louisville was the {irst
meeting on a new contract. While there are tentative plans to
expand the pact to include institutions in Jefferson County and
New Albany, Ind., Sen. Henry Lackey of Henderson has proposed
broadening it to a more general Kentucky-Indiana reciprocity
agreement.
Brauer says plans are to have another meeting of legislators
and higher-education representatives in early February, probably
in Indianapolis.
·
In Indiana, the University of Southern Indiana and Indiana Vocational Technical College have-students from Henderson, Union,
Daviess and Hancock counties. In Western Kentucky, Henderson
Community College and Owensboro Community College receive
students from Vanderburgh, Warrick, Posey, Perry and Spencer
counties in Indiana.
The fifth participating school, Northern Kentucky University,
takes students from southeastern Indiana under a modified arrangement in which Hoosier students pay tuition higher than Kentucky in-state fees, but less than out-of-state fees.
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Seminary refuses offer to buy out teacher
LOUISVILLE -

Trustees of Southern Baptist Theological Semi-

nary turned down a proposal to buy out the contract of a

controversial Christian ethics professor.
. Paul Simmons, 56, has been under fire from theologically
conservative trustees for his abortion-rights stance for more than two
years. But the tenured professor can be fired only for violating his
contract or teaching contrary to the seminary's doctrinal statement
A recommendation from the board of trustees' academic personnel committee called for paying Simmons $362,000 - six years'
salary and benefits - to leave his post.
·
But in a closed meeting Tuesday in Atlanta, the board defeated
the proposal 34-21, according to Associated Baptist Press, an
independent Baptist news service.
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Leadership drive reaches fund goal
OWENSBORO, Kf- - · Kentucky Wesleyan College has surpassed its goal of nu.sing $3 million in its Opportunities for Leaders campaign.
The campaign, launched in January, has reached $3,190,000 in
pledges, school officials said Tuesday. About $2.5 million has already been received.
.
All money will be used for scholarships and grants to students.
The school also has been awarded a $792,880 grant from the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle c_
ree~ Mich. That gran! will be
used during the next four years to institute the Leadership KWC
Plan, a program that uses innovations in curriculum and an emphasis on voluntary community service to prepare students for
leadership roles.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Morehead confers nearly· 450 degrees
1

Nearly 450 students received their degrees at
Morehead State University's winter commencement yesterday.
In his remarks, university President Ron Eaglin thanked the
families of the graduates for their contributions.
"You have worked hard and made sacrifices," he said. "It took
your hopes and dreams and wallets to make this happen."
Both graduate and undergraduate degrees were awarded at the
ceremony.
Student speaker Kimberly M: Newberry of Independence told her
fellow classmates that they,underwentchanges-during,their college
careers. Students had to evaluate their personal. peliefs, take greater
responsibility and focus· on their futures by choosing careers, she
said_'•·
.
,,;-, .,
..
'.'Today. we emerge from our cocoon and will be responsible for
using wisely-the edu~tion we have obtained," she said: ''Each of us
can contriliute · to -SOC/.~(i,~Y doing the l;>est workjxissil?,le:iri. _our
field".'.:·
. ':·;~1Jt':L·.L.;-·._,.,.;...~. :~ .. •!o.i~t;~~~- .-'1.$1J!}. ;; ~
MOREHEAD -
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450 graduate at Morehead State
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Nearly 450 students received their degrees
at Morehead. State University's winter commencement yesterday.
In his_ ~emarks, university President Ronald G. Eaglin thanked
th~ families of the graduates for their contributions.
-- You have worked hard and made sacrifices," he said. "It took
your hopes and dreams and wallets to make this happen."
Both graduate and undergraduate degrees were awarded.
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Watterson College closes in Louisville
LOUISVILLE - Watterson College closed its doors Thursday
after its parent company announced plans to close .15 of its 46
schools nationwide because it is filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
The closing took ffi!UlY students and employees by surprise.
Watterson College officials had said that the 29-year-old junior
college was solvent, was increasing enrollment and was preparing to
reopen next month after Christmas break.. -This term's classes ended,
Dec.10. · ·
·
,
·
.....

1,)VISU ARCHIVES

MSU Clip Sheet
A llllllPlinl of recmt ardda of loterat to Morehead State Unlvenity

M'otl.·1£:-;>.:

:.;::i::;\;ttift·-~. ~;~1 ~(;;::! .. ,e _.

En<ol/"'J
(e,,,-,-t 1ed)

age 25 or older~ has'growii-'iind
makes up 34.6 percent ,of'tlie, tojal
undergraduate enrollment· ,,ii 7:. ,
Total enrollment:: tne':eight
state,· w_riverslffes,i:'J{iif'.'{ iricffiding
commumty college numbers ·went
from 111,213 in 1991 to 111 '238 111
·
1992.
'
Enrollnrent at two- -and fouryear private institutions fell from
22,7'57 to 21,868.
_ ~nr?llment at other independent
mstitutions ahd seminaries licensed
by the council grew to 3,582 in
1992. Those figures are not included in the comparisons.

at
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Activis~_s-~~Y Jo.n~s•.h~~~~f~ll~n~ ~-llort:· ·
of- state~sigoal~:::f~r·_:D!~!!:()tjty"::Jti_tjpg, , By CHARLES WOLFE -

Associated-~.ss

"
·:
·"
c
..
,., .,.... .·n·

FRANKFORT, Ky'. ~ Gov. Bre~
ton Jones got a failing grade yesterday on a "report card''.,on minority
hiring in his administration;,
Jones has appointed·a0few blacks
to high positions, _but., _African
~ericans' sha.re•!>.ftJle ?0;000 Jpbs,
m state- government- has declined•
during his year in1 office;•tlie. report
said! ~--•, ""'1 r:c, ~:u:,;:;;s1n 1~":-.:
'Jones i:·dis)iuteii"'llie1 ' i:liiirge'1,and.
clialleilg'ed' tlie·'mtics~tor11ook'- be-:.
yond plain numbera'ttP'posltions of
0

8.Utliority;''·T/i~~1\.... "; .::-..1~)
0
•

•.:;.n!,-'

.

"we. have ·put''Africarr'A"ine'ricans

and women in' more positioiis'bf'au-:
thority thah any acfministration in
history"
he·sald: ''''
.,,.,.. ,,, ·,:, H'
. •
But the· Rev,· Lows; Coleman of
Shell>yville' sald·-'m'ii1 ri~"coilfer:
ence ·at the Ciipitol\'l'He k'eejis· lirags
ging 'about ·how'well• he- has 'done,
when 1in·actuality'th1fWllkinson and
Collins admlnistraiioi:isi did' better.';
The' repoi:ti'\il!llchiColenian:Jsald.
was ·drawn-trom,<stateq)epartm~nt
- • •• •.,
• ., .. .,n-. •

of PersoMelfigures,'sald minorities
made.up ,7.06'pert:ent of the execu:
live-branch wprk force·on·June 30.
Thatwas 1down from 7.62 percent at
the same point ih 1991, when Wallace· W~~n was· ·governor,: the
report said;' -- .. ·· -· · -_
It was-the.firsttime minorlty'employment Jiatfallen. below the goal
of:_7.4·P,ercenF,set:by_-fOl'mer_ Gov.
Martha Layne Collins and written
into.,jaw,:under.
re,, .. •:1',·, u··,, 1'Wllkinson,-tiie.
"
,,
· . '·['"''l
- · '•
Port·saiu. · ' · ." ·
Eleven ·of the iidmiiiistraiion;ii},i
cabinets:tall· sh~TT ,of
goal, as
does:Jones' office which'·has four
blliclis among ~7 eriijiloyees;' ~f5;97
p~rcent, "the· report 'Said._,._ ··' I\" ·--~
Jones said Coleman and·others·at.
his· news·cciriference ·were· '"dealing
with'old·figures,'' though he offereil
none·ln re6uttal: He said his cabinet
secretaries were told'11t•the ouiset't<i
have least- 8 percent· minority' em:,
ployment in•two•yeilts/". ""·' :,_..
~Jones has-two· blacks··in' hls·'cabl• net - -the secretaries of- 'revenue
and public protection -.and has appointed
two black judges-in-Jeffer•.,

~e

son' Cowity. ''Ii looks good io_ those
who do· not- read these statistics,''.
Coleman saiil. _· _ ·
_,.
Buf ihere .are no: blacks. on the
state Personnel Board, for example,
and ihe Department_ of PersoMel
has no -black counselors, he said. :
Cpfeinan said his office,_ the Jus:
lice Resourci!' Center in Shelbyville1
will issue ·other" rep!)rts. on Jones'.
~rformance: 'Asked if "he wiiilted a
nieetiilg with~ Jones, Coleman••said;
"We've talked:to hliri before.'We've
ha~ '.mee~,,ti'efo_re;' And_\f.:you'
d9n't,:'.agre~,'.with_: th_e; gov.~r_nor,
you'rihiot _one.cif'his goqd '_boys.""·
..'.Three other;;civil-rights 'activists
attended ·the--news 'conference' Willie'Grey;,tlie Rev:'Bob Burks and
thei Rev:' James Tennyson, all of

Louisville.

'

. ,

.

---Jones questioned their standing.
~-'-'I-would suggest-that: (Coleman).
and-other people ·go out and talk to
the_.,real; African-American· leaders
and the' real leaders of the women"s
movement ·ui"·ihe·•'state;" ·he-said,
"notjust•a few that maybe try to get
publicity-for themselves.~--- -
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UK g~ts-- $2QQ,ooo•;. grant·
for new library,' book ·fund.•
Herald-Leader staff report

--

Theatre for an enhanced· sound
system, including facilities for the
hearing impaired. The theater must
'raise· ,its -$10,000, contribution -by
~ov,·,.15, 1993, to ·qualify -for the
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V~ts,say~Sa-,ta?$:reindeer ready to fly

MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University issued a statement
The University of Kentucky's
yesterday saying the school's veterinary experts have pronounced
campaign to build a new . library
Santa's teirideer team fit-·and ready for its annual Christmas Eve
will be $200,()()(J:riclier thanks to'.a
joumey.t' .::!.; ; ; .) .l1?·~;D;,h:.,
.,.•, .. ;
grant from the Knight Foliiidatioil'.'
~"Santa .Claus·,grante<f,f>ermlssion to Qistribute results of a preThe Miami-based foundation, grant,: ·flight reportta:the-riews media "to dispel rumors that the deer are
headed by Creed Black; .former·
sufferihglheiid
colds.,and .will- be unable to make the flight," the
publisher of the Herald-Leader, also - UK's $200,000 grant is to be, statement•:said; ::-i.:rni:~1.~1: 1..~.1
announced the following awards use<f'in,the ,campaign to_.build a
s Dr:Wade-Kadel, director of-.MSU's'Breathitt Veterinary Center
research library and to endow a
yesterday:
··
in Hopkinsville, sald--results showed· the deer should be able to
• $25,000 to Shaker. Village at humanities book fund UK will
pull-a-sleigh 15 percent heavier than usual. However, Kadel said
Pleasant Hill for ·capital improve- receive · $100,000 next month and
testi,c9.n blood, Juqmd,b,ay.-samples did not reveal how the animents.
1' $50,000 in both 1994 and 1995, mals are able to fly.
,
: .- ._;,",,,,.. - 1
''We,think-we;~e:Cl(i"ser, this yeal',to.,understancling how the
• $20,000 to the KentuckyFouil;~ ' 'Tlie Knight Foundation is one
dation. for Literacy. for its,'Aditlf of the riation's largest private founalw~ys known why
New Reader I'roject · , ' :,.:'.;_;:;·• " _dations. ·'' The foundation, estai)!.·
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• $10,000 to the Fayette' ~cy lislioo:m 1950 by-Jo~ S.'and Jain~·
Bar Association,Parents Educatiom·' ~- Kni~h~--~·nattonal•!lfailts·_111UK,;library-,c~mpalgnJge~$,._grant_·:Clinic 1nc. fqr an education prog,.iin,, JO~Slllit hig~_ ~11-~tion·tand'
i ."iioilmilition- lias-contributed
for divorcing ~ts; .incluciiilfde'i. _~~l!'ldJc,ul~e?:•
,_sup~~
veloping, .i}t$.i~/-~eQtaJ)eif
__ ; ''"'h~th-e
~Kiiigli,:;-,.,
:"c:C01!)11l1!111P&e4fll'
1f{
,,,._ •·•,
••!·,• ... (,W ereh·
,._ · · 1/J:'t 1,,1•brotliers
,w "
;- . . ..-.,1. ' ., ·f,,-•'-"f>
'},~-.,- ~ t ~- , ·; ("'.J .
'
, .. - !-" , ..
.iJri· a,;!01tiqn;:: _t11e·•,fAA,jl3at1pn'~,:~•mvolveii"iri--:-\1b~t"
-- .. .,,~.:61 - ::tiie ,:MJlimlI~ma' fui.milai!h'il} h'eaileii'i{Creeit Btafii;"ruiiii'6~
1
boardapilrovoo i$1.0 000'cballeifge'4,~iit?is\~1ici8'')r, . -"' te~~ .1!111>liiiner-0tll'lie!B'em1aira-de' ,.a1so ·anno'illicec1 a nuinberlifiith,
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residency program at that time.
ton met Saturday.
. But Douglas and UK were able
Philpot said yesterday he was
lo settle their differences enough for not happy with the outcome of that
Douglas to return to the program meeting.
-until he was terminated in 1990,
"
· ·
.
·
A jury last summer ruled that
Doct~r '\Yethmgton told us that
·w. hile_ UK had
t . d' . . ted. the case is bigger for DI(, than_ fo_ r
no
1SC11111ma
Dr Douglas," ·he 8:!1'd· Weth'mgt~n
against Douglas, it had retaliated . ·
against him. UK is appealing 'that ,' told ~_that the issue f?r UK 1s
Brower.
verdict.
·
.,
·
-a~df;Rl!C ~om. The issue of
,. .
·
d1scrumnation 1s ,not as important
Phi lQOt requested that UK "ac- .
In. August, Fayette C~cwtJudge
. to UK as academic freedom Philpot
tively try to resolve the problem of R~becca Overstreet ordered UK to said. ··.
,. .
·
'
race and retaliation" at the UK reinstate D?uglas to.the ort!'opedic
. ''To them;that'
. · .. •
1
Chandler Medical Center.
arysurgery r_es,dency program m Janu-_ pie." : _'._,_.- .'_· ·. " s a_ esser pnnCI1993
Philpot said he is asking for
disciplinary actions because his di- ~ut last month, Douglas became .. ~e~gton, said yesterday-that
ent still has doubts that he 'will be ~ome<j that .UK was not doing all ., I did_ md1cate ,there was a larger
able to finish the UK· orthopedic 1t should to make. sure he was . ·1~ue m that ·~ needed to deter-·
surgery residency progam.
reinstated by that deadline.
mme the proper role. of faculty in
"If this letter bears nci fruit, Dr.
· Then, on Dec. 11; UK afto~eys ~etermiI)!!ti: · ·, ~deinic qualificaDouglas is going to feel yery· un- asked Overstreet fodiennission to;,, tions of its ~•dents.''
comfortable going back to UK," give alJ<i~hopedic surgery !)l!tients·',", -' · ,W e ~ '._would not say
Philpot said.
·
the consent-form. Overstreet 1am:·_,;•fwhether•.1JK·,:would comply with
. W~thington:said in a telephone basted UK and ordered.the univer- · any.- of the· requests in Douglas'
mterv1ew yesterday that he had not sity tq comply- with her original ·letter.
'
seen the letter yet and that "l need ,court order from_ August. · ·,._ , , . · . "l want concentrate on bringsome time to look at it · '. _ .
. .Four . days _later, , Wethington. mg Dr. ;,Do.ugl~s_ back into the
. "What I would like to keep out ~lied a ni;ws conference ;md apolo- program,) h,e, said._,,
-.
m front pf everyone is ..-that the gized to - 'an~?"e .who may have . Also l,'~terday, Overstreet did.
University of Kentucky is commit- , been offeJ!ded by ,UK's:actions. _ no! find UK ¥1 contempt of court, as
led to carrying out the mandate . . . . . ·- _· Douglas said yesterday that of- ·· l Phil~t had asked the. court to do in
an?. that I intend to comply with the·.. . fepded· him imew. Th7·apoloi:l: was \ a,, moµ.?n.filed Dec. 10.
spmt and the letter of that rilan- ·, for show, Douglas sµd, and not to ' ' , An attorn_ey for UK yesterday
date," Wethington said.
reassure J?ouglas that he would be t~!d Overstree! that the university
Douglas, a doctor at Toyota
treated fairly.
will comply Mth the court order.
sued UK in _1991, claiming hi~- . "It's ridiculous,". he said. Weth-. ·, · ''1,'he proof, proverbially, will be
~ontract with UK was not renewed mgton never apologized to Douglas m the pu~ding," ~tephen Barker
m 1990 because of racial discrimi- personally on behalf of UK, he said.. · told Overs!!'eel dunng the hearing
~tion ~nd retaliation.. Dougla~ had ___ ,-_ Last- week, Philpot asked attor- for the motion on contempt.
Just completed the third. year of a ·.. neys for UK to allow Douglas and
five-year orthopedic residency pro- Wethington to. meet to .discuss tlie
gram,
,
apology ..and . to . allay concerns
In 1986, Douglas had filed a Douglas has _about returning to UK.
complaint against UK with the
. UK lawyers refused to allow
K~ntucky Commission on Human private. meeting, but attorneys for
Rights. He dropped out of the both sides, Douglas, and Wething-
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Reinstated doctor seeks
reassurances from UK
By Virginia Anderson
Her~ld-Leader staff writer

.

;The_ black doctor who sued. the
~mv~,ty . of Kentucky for race
discrnmnation
and
retaliation
wa~ts disciplinary action taken
agamst anyone connected with a
proJl?Bal I? make patients in his
specialty sign a consent form.
, Dr. Donald Douglas is also warned ~ t after his reinstatement at
m January he .will be treated
differently from other students, and
yesterday asked for several reassurances that he will get a fair shake.
UK President Charles Wethingto!' yesterday promised that UK
WIii treat Douglas "like all other
students."
· Douglas' attorney, Tim Philpot,
yes~day asked in a letter that ·
Wethington severely djscipline anyone who helped prepare a recently
proposed consent letter that UK
wal\led !<> give all orthopedic surgery patients.
The consent foim would have
told patients that- among UK orthopedic surgery residents, there is a
~ n wh~Yis not.qualified to be a
resident."•.
.:·'.
·.· ·. -~!IP?I 'also ,asked Wethington
to d1SC1plirle two doctors at UK who
~tiglas' suit charged were respon'
s~ble for UK'_s retaliating against·
him: Paul Nichol~ and Thomas

l:K
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